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Letter from the editors . . .
In our position as editors, we are
fortunate to receive some of the
current beekeeping journals from
Canada and the US. We have 7
different bee journals coming to
our mailbox including this one.
Our dedication to holding unbiased
opinions hopefully enables us to take
a step back and try to see issues from
many perspectives. It helps to have
two minds for this task. Digging
through old journals often reveals
trends that get lost in the passage of
time.
Many themes and articles are recurring: how to build
frames, how to install packages, should we open the border to
US bee imports; others are more cyclical, like treatments for
varroa. Before I started in bees you HAD to treat for mites.
Then there was a strong movement to look for alternatives
while we started up. Recently there has been a wave of frankly
negative articles/letters berating treatment-free beekeepers,
but now it seems things are swinging back in favour of nontreatment.
Some things are not what they seem. I remember the first
time I wrote for this journal. I am not certain what I was
expecting, maybe a couple hundred dollars for my effort? A
year’s membership? It is likely that few people realize that
these editorials are always last minute, late into the night
before the due date. That this newsletter is put together on a
small budget, and there’s no cash for contributors. Likewise,
the majority of bee operations are hidden in a fog of reality.
How many colonies? Where are your yards? Where are those
queens from? How long was that treatment in the hive?
I have had many lengthy conversations with other

beekeepers; I am the kind of person
that people sort of spill the beans to,
maybe because I don’t say much.
They finally ask me directly how
I treat for mites. I get it, I know
how hard it is. I would never ask
anyone to go through what we have
gone through, especially not a new
beekeeper with only a handful of
hives. However, I would say for
certain that I am a better beekeeper
for having gone this route. You have
to have a lot of tricks and options.
This winter was harsher than the
last 6. We lost more nucs than I would have liked, but it was
my first time wintering nucs on a larger scale with different
equipment. Over the years I have gotten glimpses of promise
in our bees and why we only lost 2 honey producing hives
over the winter feels almost strange to me, but I see that it
is possible. As the spring has progressed, 3 other hives have
been either queenless or drone layers, out of a total of 91
singles. We don’t have thousands of hives.
If you do look through the old magazines, eventually you
come across bees bred for resistance to AFB. It always trips
me up to read about the progress made on these AFB tolerant
bees and to realize the ephemerality of bees and their keepers.
That cheap drugs always seem to win over hard work.
There are countries that have banned the use of antibiotics to
treat bees for AFB. It must have been hard on beekeepers, but
they quarantined hives, and burned hives if they had to; they
figured out how to deal with it and the beekeeping industry
did not totally fall apart in those countries. I am certain it was
hard work, but if options dwindle, then the genius of farmers
is forced to reveal itself. 
~ Ian
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Articles published in BeesCene are the
opinions of the authors and should not be
construed to be those of the BCHPA.
Beekeeping Supplies

We offer a wide range of

top-quality
extraction tools.

Stainless steel
Food grade honey gate
Transparent lids

We ship

everywhere
in Canada

View all of our products at :

www.propolis-etc.ca

Our cover photo - The photo of the lovely queen on
the cover of this issue was taken by Brenda Jager of
Gabriola Island, while working on a BCBBA varroa
testing project in Grand Forks. She was chosen as
a breeder in the project; see pages 33 - 39 in this
issue for profiles of Brenda and a few other BCBBA
members from the Islands.
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From the President
Isn’t May an uplifting time to be a beekeeper! Bee colonies
operate in weather conditions that none of us can control and
sometimes in spite of what we do, may thrive or perish. This
past winter throughout BC was a big change from the mild one
of 2016. I’ve heard some discouraging reports of lower colony
survival and already some nuc suppliers are limiting orders
to avoid over-stressing overwintered colonies. I hope this
situation isn’t too widespread and that there will an adequate
supply for the many folks who would like to start beekeeping.
In the Peace we had snow from October 1 through most of
April, reflecting a continuing weakness of beekeeping in the
North.
For the first time I can recall, it looked like our SemiAnnual meeting on March 10/11 in Kamloops might have
run into the problem of too many attendees! Our room limit
was 175 and we came so close it was a concern. We squeaked
through and accommodated everyone who showed up. We
have looked into larger venues for next year and will be
finalizing that soon.
The quality of educational presentations was high and
well appreciated (see them, even again, on our website). I
found it comforting that, even though there are food premises
regulations (search that term for details) that could be onerous
for honey producers, honey is recognized as a very low risk
product; reasonable care is generally adequate for farm gate
or Farmer’s Market sales (presentations available on our
website). The extended presentation on ‘The Sustainable
Apiary’ by Mike Palmer had lessons we can all consider.
This presentation is available on our website in three
parts and is well worth the time to view.
Don’t hesitate to
communicate with us about your ideas for future meetings,
either directly or through your regional representative.
Just prior to the meeting your executive and early-arriving
regional reps had a positive and productive dialogue with Paul
van Westendorp, to build on our relationship and increase
mutual understanding. The key point from this meeting is
that all indications are that there are no significant changes
planned for the Apiculture Program.
BCHPA members at the business meeting were pleased to
welcome another class of graduating Certified Instructors of
Introductory Beekeeping. I feel this program led by Lance
Cuthill has been a great success both in improving the level
of knowledge in beginning beekeepers, and in increasing
BCHPA membership (many course attendees become and
stay members). I’ve taken the instructor’s course, and through
February presented a course at Northern Lights College in
Dawson Creek (second field day was held on May 6th). I
was pleased by the enthusiasm and progress of my students.
Recently, one suggested an improvement to the wording of
a beekeeping bylaw that I thought demonstrated a superior
understanding of bee biology and management. I’m happy if
my course contributed to that.
May 29th is Day of the Honey Bee. Try to find a way of
promoting awareness of honey bees in your community, and
ways that everyone can make the environment better for both
bees and people.
Using our contacts from the BC Agriculture Council we
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are pursuing a collaborative relationship with
the berry growers of
the Fraser Valley, in the
hope of getting answers
to problems in bee colonies used for pollination - possibly a result
of fungicide or other
pesticide applications.
It’s a big challenge and
we are just starting, but
we hope to tackle it for
mutual benefit.
Planning is well underway for our Annual meeting in
Kelowna: Business Day will be Friday October 27th, and
Educational Days on Saturday the 28th and Sunday the 29th.
Basic information is on our website. Parts of the BCHPA
program will have a choice of presentations for commercial
vs. non-commercially oriented beekeepers.
The Canadian Honey Council and the Canadian Association
of Professional Apiculturists will also be meeting at that time,
at the same venue. Final plans aren’t yet made, but we may
have presentations from some from those groups as well. I’m
already looking forward to it. My Best Wishes to you and
your bees for the upcoming summer. Bees be with you. ❀

FAST, EFFICIENT SHIPPING

TO BRITISH COLUMBIA

FROM OUR Woodland, CA LOCATION

800-880-7694

www.mannlakeltd.com

Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMA Apiculture Program
paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.
Spring Survey
In the last few months, we have been receiving reports of high
colony losses in different parts of the province. The prolonged
winter has probably made things worse for many colonies
that may have been short on food and had disease problems.
Sometime in May, we will carry out the annual Spring Survey.
All beekeepers registered with 10 colonies or more will be sent
an email with a link to the online survey form. It should only
take 5 minutes to enter your information. Online submissions
are completely anonymous and after compilation, all are
deleted.
The Spring Survey is an important measure to determine
the current condition of BC’s beekeeping industry. The data
will also help to identify possible causes of colony losses.
The results will be posted on the government and BCHPA
websites and published in BeesCene. The results will also be
shared and compared with surveys of other provinces. Please
see www.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and complete the online form
before the end of May.
SHB Surveillance
In 2016, no Small Hive Beetle infestations were found in the
central Fraser Valley. One single adult beetle was identified in
a Maple Ridge apiary in early 2016 but extensive surveys of
the area failed to confirm any other beetle.
As soon as weather permits, the API program will carry out
surveillance in the Fraser Valley. Upon completion, we will
carry out additional inspections of commercial beekeepers
who are scheduled to return to their home provinces.
Commercial beekeepers will be contacted by email and
their current apiary locations requested. Since the time period
between inspections and return shipment to the home province
will be short, beekeeper cooperation will be critical. Please
contact us if there are any concerns or questions.
As a matter of routine, colonies in the Okanagan will also
be inspected for SHB. At this time, no SHB has ever been
confirmed outside the Fraser Valley.
Varroa Monitoring
In the winter edition of BeesCene, I talked about the high
mite levels we found in late summer inspections. With the
arrival of a new season, I urge beekeepers to place diseases,
and especially varroa, at the forefront of their management
program. Too many beekeepers seem to focus their attention
on honey production and ignore mites until it is too late.
Varroa is such virulent parasite that beekeepers must
deal with the pest throughout the season. Not only is Varroa
responsible for damaging the colony, the mite also spreads
bee viruses that in turn cause damage to the colony under the

right conditions. Studies have shown that high mite levels
correlate with high virus levels. Even though mite infestations
can be effectively controlled, high viral loads may still cause
the colony to fail later in the season. For beekeepers to get
better at managing varroa, it is essential to adopt a methodical,
fact-based program. Such a program will not only offer better
survival of colonies, it will also reduce the use of chemicals
to control mites.
A successful mite control program is based on Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) principles. Key components include:
When to monitor. Start in the spring with your first month
of beekeeping.
Monitor once a month. If you have a few colonies test
each of them. If you have more colonies, make a random
selection of colonies in an apiary and test these colonies
monthly throughout the season. (For example, if you have 10
colonies in the apiary, select four colonies either at random or
select a weak one, a couple of medium ones and one strong
colony).
Use the same test method for the season. Using the same
detection method allows you to make comparisons between
monthly tests, measure the level of infestation and gain an
understanding about mite population trends. We recommend
the Icing Sugar Shake method or the Alcohol Wash Method
because these methods are simple, quick and low cost. For
details, please visit www.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and select
bulletin #222.
Record the number of mites with every test. Just
counting the number of mites at the time of testing is
important, but it is equally important to record the mite
numbers and compare those with previous monthly tests so
that you can determine mite population trends.
When to treat. Treatment should be applied when the
infestation level reaches 3%. This means 3 mites for every 100
adult bees. The 3% infestation level represents the “Economic
Threshold” below which treatment is not necessary (yet). It
has also been determined that at 5%, the “Economic Injury
Level” is reached. This is the danger zone where treatment
may be successful in reducing mite levels but the overall
input costs of labour and controls exceed the value of the hive
and may prevent it from becoming an economically viable
production unit. The very narrow range between Economic
Threshold and the Economic Injury Level illustrates how
easily mite infestations can develop from safe to threatening
conditions and why regular monitoring is essential.
Monitor after treatment. There are different mite control
products and methods available with variable efficacy and
characteristics. Some are temperature dependent and slow
acting, while others may act quickly. Whatever control
Volume 33, #2 SUMMER 2017
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method and product is used, make sure to test for mites at the
end of the treatment period.
Over time, you will acquire a management routine that will
give you confidence and certainty about the mite situation in
your colonies.
Alternative Amitraz Formulations
At the recent semi-annual meeting in Kamloops, there was
some talk about US beekeepers applying cheap Amitraz
formulations to substitute for expensive Apivar strips that
contain the same active ingredient. Articles with the same
information have appeared on websites and in beekeeping
journals over the years. The commercial product involves
TakTic which is sold as a livestock dip to control ticks, fleas
and other invertebrates in cattle, sheep, and goats. Even
though TakTic is not approved for use in beehives, many US
beekeepers have become dependent on the product as their
primary varroa defense.
Amitraz itself has moderate toxicity to mammals and is
relatively safe with bees. TakTic is applied by soaking strips
of cardboard or plywood in the solution and then suspending
them in the hive. This method is akin to a “flash treatment”
where a large dosage of miticide is released rapidly to the
colony followed by a rapid decline in concentration. This
application method offers no control of dosage and rate
of miticide release. Because it involves a water-soluble
formulation, there is increased risk of honey contamination.
The illegal use of TakTic by US beekeepers may come to an
end as the US registrant of TakTic has recently announced the
voluntarily withdrawal of the product’s registration. It is not
clear why the product is being withdrawn. TakTic has never
been approved for use in beehives in Canada.
Wasp and Wasp Predation
Every year, beekeepers complain about wasps and wasp
predation. Wasp problems almost always involve three
species, of which one, the yellow jacket (Vespa pensylvanica)
is responsible for 90% of problems with honey bee hives.
The remaining 10% may involve the bald-faced hornet
(Dolichovespula maculata) and a number of other wasp
species including paper wasps (Polistes major).
Wasp nuisance and predation on honey bees typically occur
at the height of barbeque season and during honey harvesting
season starting in July onward. So why are there so many
problems with wasps?
Wasp nests are able to grow to a large size because of food
availability throughout the season. Wasps evolved to feed
on live insect prey and therefore fulfill a critical ecological
role of keeping insect populations under control. Near
human settlements, wasps often find secure nesting sites and
alternative food sources in open garbage cans, barbeques, etc.
When these food sources are available throughout the season,
wasp nests can expand to a large size. With the decline of food
availability in late summer, wasps are drawn to honey bee
colonies, especially weaker ones. So what can the beekeeper
do to reduce wasp problems?
1. Monitor for wasp nests through the summer. Baldfaced hornets prefer to nest in dense foliage such as cedar
hedges. Paper wasps construct baseball-sized spherical nests
underneath eaves, while yellow jackets like to set up house in
attics, hollow walls and other manmade structures. In early
summer, check your house for wasp traffic.
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2. Remove wasp nests. If no nest is apparent, you can
also install a wasp trap and catch wasps over a span of a few
weeks.
3. Install entrance reducers. When the robbing season
approaches and the nectar flow ends, install an entrance
reducer and close the top-entrance.
4. Maintain strong colonies. Strong colonies can defend
themselves better against wasps and robbing bees.
Extension Visits
Recently, Diane Dunaway, Apiary Inspector and I attended
a number of meetings with beekeepers in Prince George,
Vanderhoof, Smithers and Terrace. We carried out various
inspection visits and Diane presented a beekeeping workshop.
It was valuable to have the opportunity to meet beekeepers
in different parts of the province and learn firsthand the
challenges they face. Because British Columbia is such a large
province, budgetary and scheduling realities don’t permit us
to offer inspection services and attend meetings in all parts of
the province.
To compensate for these challenges and reach out to
beekeepers in remote areas, we have begun to increasingly
rely on the internet for delivering our extension services.
The API program now offers a free introductory beekeeping
course each spring and extension materials are posted on the
government website. Attending a beekeepers’ meeting in
person is always better, but internet-based technology now
enables us to attend beekeeping meetings through Skype and
FaceTime. I expect this method of participating in meetings to
increase in the future. ❀

BEE KEEPING SUPPLIES

NOW
AVAILABLE
•
•
•
•

Q u a l i t y H i v e E q u i p m e n t & To o l s
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Beekeepers Apparel
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t o P r o t e c t Yo u r H i v e s

Located next to

250-596-2273
w w w. n o r t h e r n a c r e a g e . c a

4870 Continental Way • Prince George, BC •

fax: 250-596-2274

Potential Collaboration with Berry Growers
on Bee Health
The BCHPA is reaching out to
blueberry growers and the BC
Blueberry Council with growing
concerns about the health of
honey bees and an adequate
supply of colonies for pollination.
On May 12 two members of the
BCHPA executive, First VicePresident Jeff Lee and Canadian
Honey Council representative
Stan Reist, gave two talks at the
blueberry council’s field day in
Agassiz, attended by about 50
growers, crop consultants and
researchers.
Lee spoke about the growing link between the decline in
colony health and the use of fungicides sprayed by growers,
and of concerns over lack of consultation when bees are placed
for pollination. Reist described BC’s standard pollination
contract for the group, and compared it to a stronger, more
effective contract used by Quebec beekeepers and blueberry
growers in the East.
The talks arise out of concerns expressed by BCHPA
members at the recent semi-annual convention in Kamloops,
about the decline in health of bees used in pollination. The
membership voted to work with the BC Blueberry Council to
study fungicides and neonicotinoids in surface water.
Lee met with council chairwoman Nancy Chong at the BC
Agriculture Council’s AGM in April to outline the areas of
concern, and also expressed the BCHPA’s willingness to jointly
prepare education materials and programs for distribution to
growers. BCHPA president Kerry Clark followed up with a
letter to Chong outlining three areas of concern:
1. The growing evidence that fungicides being used on
blueberries have a toxic effect on bees, including managed
honey bee colonies being provided for pollination services.
2. The need for improved education and transfer of
knowledge to growers and their employees about pollination
services provided by beekeepers, and best practices for
eliminating the potential for accidental exposure to chemical
sprays.
3. The potential for a university-led project in part jointly
funded by the BC Honey Producers Association and the BC
Blueberry Council into the level of chemical contamination in
surface water on blueberry farms.
Chong was receptive to the concerns and to the offer for
a collaborative education program, and said the council’s
executive will discuss them at a future meeting. She invited
the BCHPA to address the blueberry growers’ field day.
At the event in Agassiz, Lee pointed out to growers that
BC is already short more than 20,000 hives to properly pollinate blueberries, and that some beekeepers have stopped
offering service because of the damage done by sprays. He
also warned that the supply of hives from Alberta beekeepers, who help make up the difference with colonies overwintered in BC, may also be at risk if colony losses hurt down-

stream canola contracts. He
explained that the fee paid to
the beekeeper, roughly $100
per hive, does not come close
to recouping the economic
loss of $400-$500 per hive
if it is killed by sprays. On
a 50 colony, $5,000 pollination fee the economic loss
to the beekeeper is upwards
of $20,000 if those hives are
killed or damaged by sprays.
Pollination is a significant
source of income for BC’s
beekeepers - provincial statistics show that beekeepers were
paid more than $4.8 million in 2015, largely for Fraser Valley
fruit crops such as blueberries, raspberries and cranberries.
More importantly, pollination has a dramatic impact on
the production of Canada’s foods. Statistics Canada figures
released in 2016 show that for blueberries alone, honey bees
contributed more than $168 million of the $187 million value
of Canada’s high-bush and low-bush crops.
The executive will follow up later this year with the BC
Blueberry Council on its concerns and the opportunities and
offers for education programs and collaboration. ❀

BC Honey Producers’ Association

NUTRITIONAL
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Nutrition Fac
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bee notes

Son of a Bee
by Eric A. Anderson

Help Us Create A
Nectar Trail in Kelowna!

There once was a son of a bee
Who never had a father
With many maternal mothers
Who brought him food and water
He thought he was a king
With work he wouldn’t bother
His only goal in life
Was to hive a lot of daughters
There once was a son of a bee
Who longed to spread his wings
Ignored by his siblings
He thought about absconding
But being all alone
Was a little overwhelming
He felt he had a need
To do some womanizing
There once was a son of a bee
Who never hibernated
His role was never debated
So he was delegated
To take a summer job
That wasn’t too complicated
All he had to do
Was ensure the queen got mated
There once was a son of a bee
Who went looking for a virgin
And accepted an invitation
From a drone congregation

Old boys on the corner
There was lots of competition
To become the custodian
Of pheromone generation
There once was a son of a bee
Who went out on the flyway
It was just another workday
Until he caught the queens bouquet
He was the apex of a comet
There was little time for foreplay
He grasped her by the waist
He didn’t wait for an OK
There once was a son of a bee
Whose eyes were dilated
His being vibrated
And his eversion pulsated
Quickly it was culminated
And soon they separated
He fell to the ground
And couldn’t be resuscitated
It wasn’t anticipated
His part would be amputated
He hoped to be reincarnated
Cause his life was terminated
(Slow ... )
But at least he died happy
And he smiled as he slowly faded
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The UBC art project, Border Free Bees,
is inviting people who live in the lower
Mission neighbourhood of Kelowna to
join The Kelowna Nectar Trail Project.
All it takes is one square meter of land,
a handful of seeds, and a little love for
plants and pollinators.
What is A Nectar Trail?
A series of flowering patches spaced
between 100 and 200 meters apart that
helps pollinators move safely through
an urban landscape. Conserving and
creating habitat for pollinators is central
to the health of wild bee populations by
providing food, shelter and opportunities
for genetic diversity.
What is The Kelowna Nectar Trail?
A 7.4 km series of flowery stepping
stones through the south Mission
neighbourhood. The nectar trail will link
3 places rich in wild bee populations
– the Summerhill Organic Winery, the
Myra Bellevue Creek corridor, and
the UnH2O Xeriscape Demonstration
Garden. Our goal is to find 70 homes,
schools, businesses, gardens, farms,
churches and shops along the route.
Nectar Trail Commitment
• Plant and care for a minimum onesquare meter bed of flowers.
• Choose drought-tolerant, pesticidefree flowers that bloom from spring
to fall.
• Leave bare spots for wild bees to dig
and nest in.
• Put up a sign that tells your neighbours
what you’re doing!
Sign Up to Participate in the 2017
Kelowna Nectar Trail
Visit http://borderfreebees.com/
kelowna-nectar-trail/ for more
information, and to find out about more
projects that the border free bees team
have underway.

Climate Change and Northern BC Beekeeping
by Kerry Clark
Honey bees evolved in a climate warmer than Canada’s.
Winter is the time of year that highest mortality occurs in
Canada’s honey bee colonies. I live in the Peace River Region
of northern BC, where winter temperatures 30 or even 20
years ago would regularly dip to -40°C and colder. I haven’t
seen -40 for several years.
Bees do well here, but if the climate were warmer, maybe
they would do even better. It might seem reasonable for
Canadian beekeepers to hope
that a warming climate might
make the environment better
for them. Good times ahead?
So why has there been a 90%
reduction in the number of
honey producing colonies in the
BC Peace region? The answer
is complicated. There are many
factors influencing whether a
business (especially farming)
is profitable or attractive for
someone to get into and continue.
Global movement of bee
stock and honey has resulted in 2
major factors that have reduced
the viability of beekeeping here:
for one, the transfer of a parasitic
mite from Asia has increased bee
management costs and annual
losses. Good management can
make up for some of those
losses; in Canada as a whole,
the number of bee colonies has
increased. Much of that increase
results from the need for
pollination of flowering crops
(the 1/3 of our diet that depends
on bees). Keeping bees healthy
has become a risky, expensive
and ongoing challenge, not the
most attractive foundation for a business.
The other factor that has reduced beekeeping viability in the
North is that the popularity of honey, as a global commodity,
has resulted in large scale shipping of products labeled honey
from low cost countries like China. I say “products labeled
honey” because our food safety system has not kept up with the
reality that people can adulterate honey with cheap-to-produce
syrups from corn or rice starch. Lower cost products labeled
honey compete with higher cost-to-produce, genuine honey
from Canada. Methods to detect adulteration are available, but
are not used in Canada, and are not required by our National
food safety regulations. Such methods ARE used in Europe
and have resulted in a reduction of adulterated product there
(and perhaps re-directing of it, to North America).
Climate change is also much more complex than “a warmer
climate”. Northern winter day length is still the same: an

equally long, though less severe winter. We’re told to expect
more extreme weather events: swirls of arctic cold in spring,
undesirably hot periods during summer resulting in drought
(even fire), a mismatch of blooming periods from what was
normal and expected. Not to mention the increase in broad
scale, routine, prophylactic use of insecticides, a factor that
has subtle and difficult to measure effects that may add up to
damage. All of these increase the business risk of bee farming.
What is less risky? Operating machinery for the oil and
gas industry, for one. Higher income, less learning, less

commitment, lower personal investment, less risk. I’m not
surprised that fewer people are involved in bee farming,
even if climate change may actually improve the northern
environment for bees (which is debatable).
The vertical bars show the “warmth” of days above freezing,
January through May. The first chart (before 2010) shows
a cold winter (curved line) transitioning (with lengthening
daylight) to a warm spring. The second chart (2015) reflects a
warmer climate, yes, and it shows “warm / less cold” periods
through winter, but it also shows a less consistent spring. Two
years don’t make a climate, but they add to it. I don’t claim
to capture all the complexities of this topic with such a brief
article. I want only to add a perspective that indicates that the
future is uncertain. ❀
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Bee Research Update from UBC
The BeeOmics project is approaching its goal of finding
gene and protein markers for economically beneficial
characteristics, albeit at a somewhat glacial pace! In the last
update, protein extraction was about to begin. Now, it has
been extracted from well over half the antenna samples, which
means there are only several weeks left until we can start the
analysis. This will let us finally start finding which protein
markers correlate with the suite of different traits that were
meticulously recorded for each colony last summer.
Some members of our research team began the important
task of cutting down the protein analysis time to a more
reasonable length (opitimization). This is important because
when this analysis is offered as a service to beekeepers –
our ultimate end goal – we want the turnaround time to be
as fast as possible. Currently, the protein analysis step takes
about 8 months. The actual turnaround time will depend on a
combination of optimization, demand, and the requirements
of queen breeders, but our target is about 2-3 weeks.
Last year, the BeeOmics team compiled the results from
a beekeeper survey (thanks to all those who participated!)
asking questions anywhere from the top reasons for colony
deaths to the most desirable traits and willingness to pay for
certified queens. If you haven’t seen it already, check out the
complete graphical summary of the questions and answers on
the BeeOmics website (www.beeomics.ca – and look in the
December 2016 archives). It’s great to see so much support
for the marker-assisted selection breeding model and how we
can best use it to meet beekeeper needs.
However, another survey specifically for queen breeders
still needs participants. Please, if you have about 15 minutes to spare and you raise ANY queens, we would love to
hear from you. If you wish to participate, simply go to www.
beeomics.ca and click on the “Calling all bee breeders!” link.
Finally, keep an eye out for a new article (just published
as of March 16th, 2017), authored by some members of the
BeeOmics team, on the economic benefits to beekeepers who
adopt the marker-assisted selection model.1 The take-home
message of the article is that having hygienic colonies can
increase beekeepers’ profit margins by anywhere from 2%
(in the case of effective mite treatments) up to 96% (in the
case of inadequate mite treatments) to 112% (in the case of
treatment-resistant mites) when mite loads are high. Markerselected hygienic queens are available for purchase this year
from four BC queen breeders. If you missed the advertisement
that ran in the last issue of BeesCene, you can also find it on
the BeeOmics website along with the queen breeders’ contact
information.
Article Summary – More Than Pesticides
If exposure to pesticides wasn’t enough, there’s now growing
evidence that other agrochemicals are also impacting honey
bee health. In January an article published in Scientific Reports
described how a supposedly biologically inert spray (called
Sylgard, an adjuvant normally used to enhance the effect of
other spray components) affects honey bees in unexpected
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ways.2 This is concerning
because since it wasn’t
thought to be harmful,
Sylgard is not closely
regulated by the federal
government in Canada or
the States.
In their study, Fine
et al. reared honey bee
worker brood in the lab
and exposed them to either
nothing, Sylgard, black
queen cell virus (BQCV) or
a combination of the two.
As expected, BQCV caused
significant mortality (23%
more than the untreated
Ali McAfee
brood), whereas Sylgard
caused minimal mortality (4%) on its own. However, when
BQCV and Sylgard were combined, mortality jumped by
a factor greater than the additive effect of the two separate
treatments (up to 44%). In other words, they interacted
synergistically. How Sylgard (or other similar sprays) interacts
with other pathogens – if at all – has yet to be investigated.
Sylgard might not be as big of a concern in Canada as it is
in the States (it is used heavily during the California almond
pollination); however, there are still some Canadian operations
where it is employed.
There is growing evidence suggesting that adjuvants are
not as safe as once thought,3 but interpreting these toxicity
studies for the real world is difficult because each adjuvant has
a different toxic dose. How the toxic dose relates to the real
dose is what’s important. Assuming the recommended dose
on the label is what’s applied in the field, it’s still not obvious
what dose that pollinators receive because some adjuvants
deter the pollinators from interacting with the plant in the
first place (of course, this is also a problem for pollination!).
Other factors like time of day and weather can also impact
the real exposure that pollinators receive. The real dose could
easily be far less than the application itself. It is probably not
reasonable or necessary to outright ban these compounds,
but the hints at toxicity are worth investigating in more depth
to either 1) prevent them from being unduly labeled as the
new cause of all the honey bees’ problems or 2) if they are
causing significant harm, allow us to adopt better strategies
for minimizing risk.
Fungicides are another group of agrochemicals which may
be affecting honey bee health more than we once thought.
Coincidentally, these are also heavily utilized during almond
bloom. Unlike pesticides, we wouldn’t necessarily expect
fungicides to be toxic to bees since there is a huge evolutionary
divide between fungi and insects (they are not even in the same
kingdom in the tree of life) and what kills one may very well
be tolerated by the other. That is not to say that there couldn’t
be indirect health effects though, for example by killing the
beneficial fungi in bee bread.4

Interestingly, some recent research by Fisher et al. shows
that some fungicides (Iprodione 2SE Select alone or together
with Pristine and Quadris) can directly increase honey bee
mortality, especially late in the fall.5 While this study simulated
a somewhat worst-case-scenario of bees being sprayed when
they are foraging on the crops during a field application, it
does alert us to some potentially underappreciated effects
of fungicides and the significant seasonal dependence of the
honey bees’ ability to deal with these challenges. ❀
Notes
1. Bixby, M., Baylis, K., Hoover, S. E., Currie, R. W.,
Melathopoulos, A. P., Pernal, S. F., Foster, L. J. and Guarna M.
M. (2017). A bio-economic case study of Canadian honey bee
(Hymenoptera: Apidae) colonies: Marker-assisted selection
(MAS) in queen breeding affects beekeeper profits. Journal of
Economic Entomology. doi: 10.1093/jee/tox077.
2. Fine, J. D., Cox-Foster, D. L. and Mullin C. A. (2017).
An inert pesticide adjuvant synergizes viral pathogenicity
and mortality in honey bee larvae. Scientific Reports. doi:
10.1038/srep40499.
3. Mullin, C. A, Fine, J. D., Reynolds R. D. and Frazier, M. T.
(2016). Toxicological risks of agrochemical spray adjuvants:
Organosilicone surfactants may not be safe. Frontiers in
Public Health. doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2016.00092.
4. Yoder, J. A., Jajack, A. J., Rosselot, A. E., Smith, T. J., Yerke,
M. C. and Sammataro, D. (2013). Fungicide contamination
reduces beneficial fungi in bee bread based on an area-wide
field study in honey bee, Apis mellifera, colonies. Journal of
Toxicology and Environmental Health A. 76(10): 587-600.
5. Fisher, A., Coleman, C., Hoffmann, C., Fritz, B. and
Rangel, J. (2017). The synergistic effects of almond protection
fungicides on honey bee (Hymenoptera: Apidae) forager
survival. Journal of Economic Entomology. doi:10.1093/jee/
tox031.

Beekeeping Supplies

Canadian Woodenware
Extracting Equipment - Protective Clothing
Beekeeping Kits
www.9hives.ca 250-212-8815
robertsonfait@gmail.com
1766 Garner Road, Kelowna, BC

Industries Canada Inc.

Hive Contamination Management
Iotron’s Electron Beam irradiation treatment of Apiculture
equipment destroys the pathogens responsible for many Bee
diseases (e.g. American foulbrood, Chalkbrood, Nosema).
The electrons penetrate Beekeeping equipment like an X-Ray,
killing pathogens and leaving no residue.
The resulting increased
colony health improves
productivity of pollination
and honey production, while
reducing costs of package
bees, queens, equipment
replacement, drugs and
investment of bees in the
production of comb.
Improved productivity
and decreased costs allow Beekeepers more
assurance that revenue targets will be met and,
with new markets opening to residue-free honey,
also provides an opportunity to reduce drug
treatment in the Beekeeper’s IPM program.

ISO 9001
Please contact Iotron for more information
Iotron Industries Canada Inc.
1425 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam, B.C. V3C 6L3
Tel: 604 945-8838 Fax; 604 945-8827
Email iotron@iotron.com Website www.iotron.com

Saskatraz breeding stock
available in 2017
Queen cells from tested Saskatraz breeders ($20).
Closed population mated breeder queens ($300).
Out-crossed breeder queens ($100).
Saskatraz stock carrying VSH trait added in 2012, also available
as queen cells and mated queens in May 2017. Inquire.
US-raised Saskatraz hybrid production queens are available
April 15th to August 15th ($30 US). These hybrids will produce
pure Canadian Saskatraz drones for stud use.
All breeding stock tested and certified.
See www.saskatraz.com for breeding information and updates.
Saskatraz stock bred in Saskatchewan for honey production,
wintering ability and resistance to mites and brood diseases.

Round comb section
equipment and
Sundance pollen traps.

Contact your dealer for supplies.

Ross Rounds, Inc.
PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370
www.rossrounds.com

Email a.j.robertson@sasktel.net
or phone (306)-373-9140
cell 306 270 6627 for prices and availability.
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At our semi-annual meeting in March, there was speculation
that the federal government has temporarily halted the sale
of GM alfalfa in Canada by imposing a ten year moratorium.
Since that meeting, I’ve researched this topic and am writing
to report what I have learned.
Due to proprietary interests, the biotechnology industry
tends to be secretive in nature. This caused some confusion
concerning the release of GM alfalfa in Canada. A September
2015 article in the Canadian seed industry publication
Germination stated the following:
“Coexistence planning and the commercialization of
Roundup Ready alfalfa is not a regulatory issue — it
was approved in 2005 after it underwent livestock feed,
environmental safety and food assessments conducted
by the CFIA and Health Canada.”
“When we had the coexistence planning workshop for
alfalfa hay in eastern Canada, there were some groups
that came thinking it was an opportunity to stop the
regulatory process but CSTA is not a regulatory body,
and it had already received full CFIA approval... At this
point it’s a business decision of FGI.”

“As part of the process, the CFIA’s environmental safety
assessment concluded that Roundup Ready alfalfa is as
safe for the environment as conventional alfalfa,” says
Tammy Jarbeau of the CFIA media relations team. “The
CFIA and HC work together to assess the safety of plants
with novel traits.”
“These plants cannot enter the marketplace unless the
CFIA and HC’s rigorous assessment determine that
they are as safe for use as food, feed and released into
the environment as other conventional plant varieties
already being grown. Once an alfalfa product receives
variety registration, it can be fully commercialized in
Canada.”1
On March 9, 2016, Forage Genetics International (FGI)
announced that Canadian authorities had granted their product
“...HarvXtra alfalfa with roundup ready technology, full food,
feed and environmental approvals in December 2014”.2
HarvXtra alfalfa contains both a reduced lignin trait and the
Roundup Ready trait. The reduced lignin trait allows the plant
to continue increasing protein content as it matures.
On March 24, 2016, a coalition of Canadian farm groups
wrote the federal minister of agriculture outlining their
concerns about the introduction of GM alfalfa and asking
that he stop the sale of genetically engineered alfalfa seed in
Canada and establish protocols that would prevent accidental
importation.3
The Honorable Lawrence MacAulay replied to this
request in a letter dated June 16 2016.4 In his letter, Minister
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MacAulay states: “Socio-economic factors, including the
impact on trade of authorizing the release of a GM plant,
are not a consideration of environmental safety assessments,
as this is outside of the legal authority of the Seeds Act and
Seeds Regulations. The legislation does not provide any legal
authority to constrain the commercial release of a compliant
product.”
However, the minister expressed confidence that GM
alfalfa can be safely managed: “I am very pleased to see the
industry has engaged with producers to establish coexistence
strategies; coexistence plans establish guidelines and best
management practises that, when followed, allow crop
producers to successfully establish and/or maintain the
production systems that best serve their operations and
markets. I understand the Canadian Seed Trade Association
(CSTA) has been working closely with the industry and has
developed a framework that guides the implementation of
stewardship and best management practises to be employed in
order for the three production systems (organic, conventional
and biotechnology-based) to successfully coexist.”
The membership of CSTA includes leading biotechnology
companies such as Monsanto Canada Inc, Cargill Ltd, Bayer
CropScience, Syngenta Canada Inc, Dupont Pioneer and
Forage Genetics International. Their “Coexistence Plan for
alfalfa hay in western Canada” was released on April 29
2016.5
We know from experience that alfalfa is an invasive,
hardy legume. Since its introduction by early 20th century
beekeepers, it has become pervasive in our province.6 CSTA’s
coexistence plan ignores the risk of accidentally importing
contaminated seed into Canada.7 The plan also suggests that
GM alfalfa would reduce forage availability for honey bees:
“C4. The presence of pollen from GM alfalfa may impact the
export and/or sale of bee products, such as honey, to GMsensitive markets. Use communication tools, such as the
BeeConnected app, to communicate with beekeepers in the
area and identify the presence of GM hay fields. C5. Regularly
inspect field edges, ditch banks and road sides bordering the
field. If alfalfa is found in those areas, mow them early –
before chance of flowering.”
In their April 29 2016 press release,8 the CSTA reports
that honey producers were consulted when drafting the
Coexistence Plan for alfalfa hay in western Canada. It
was reported elsewhere that CHC president Kevin Nixon
communicated beekeepers’ concerns to CSTA on our behalf.9
In January of this year, FGI released a statement informing
interested stakeholders that they have no immediate plans to
sell GM alfalfa seed in western Canada,10 but:
“FGI is responsible for any final decisions about
commercial introduction plans for GE alfalfa traits in Canada
(for hay only).”
To recap: On March 9, 2016, FGI announces they have
licenses to sell GM alfalfa in Canada. On March 24, 2016,
a coalition of farm groups write the federal minister of

agriculture and ask him to revoke this license and establish
import protocols for conventional alfalfa seed. On April 9,
2016, CSTA publishes a coexistence plan for growing GM
alfalfa hay in western Canada. On June 16, 2016, federal
minister of agriculture Lawrence MacAulay writes a letter of
reply to farm groups stating that he cannot legally stop the
sale of GM alfalfa in Canada. He makes no mention of their
request to establish import protocols. In January 2017, FGI
announces it will temporarily delay the sale of GM alfalfa in
western Canada.
A 2001 Royal Society of Canada report, “Elements of
Precaution: Recommendations for the Regulation of Food
Biotechnology in Canada”, was prepared at the request of
Health Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency and
Environment Canada.11 The report recommended regulators
adopt the “precautionary principal” when approving GM
products and that all product applications be reviewed by a
panel of scientists not linked to government or industry. These
recommendations were not adopted, raising concerns that the
biotechnology industry is effectively self-governed. Those
concerns appear legitimate now that FGI is responsible for
deciding when, where and how GM alfalfa will be sold in
Canada, despite the obvious hazards.
An August 2016 article in Bee Culture magazine argues
that all honey should be considered GMO-free given that GM
DNA is only found in pollen, not nectar, and even then, at very
low levels.12 However, some countries and consumers have
zero tolerance for the presence of GM material in food and
dozens of countries remain free of GM crops.
Although many honey bee colonies in Canada forage where
GM crops are grown, there are still many GMO-free areas.
Beekeepers will benefit the longer such areas are preserved.
In the future, plants may be engineered to grow
pharmaceuticals and food additives such as vaccines.
With these advances, Canada may lose it’s reputation with
consumers for producing the world’s premium honey.
Of equal concern is the increasing use of glyphosate due
to the multiplying number of Roundup ready crops. This in
turn causes plants to evolve resistance to glyphosate, thus
requiring the use of more potent herbicides. Glyphosate
levels found in honey are also becoming a health concern for
bees and humans.13
I believe beekeepers should support the pursuit of scientific
knowledge and the benefits genetic engineering has produced.
However, I think we should publicly oppose products that
harm bees’ ability to forage and thrive.
I strongly believe that permitting the sale of GM alfalfa in

Van and
Isle
Apiaries
Bee Products
NUCS • QUEENS
PACKAGES
Grant Stringer
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

Canada will cause it to become endemic in our environment,
and once established it cannot be eradicated. Passive
acceptance of the precedent setting manner in which GM
alfalfa was approved and registered for sale in Canada will
have serious repercussions for the future of the Canadian
beekeeping industry and for Canada as a food producing
nation. Therefore, I feel the beekeeping industry should
support other Canadian agricultural sectors in opposing the
sale of this product.
Our opposition may not succeed in preventing the sale of
GM alfalfa but it will pressure the government to review its
approval process for licensing GE plants. It will also highlight
the risks posed by permitting the excessive use of glyphosate
in our environment. ❀
Sincerely,
Ted Hancock, Hay Meadow Honey, Dog Creek, BC
Producer of premium alfalfa honey from irrigated hayfields
that are not always cut on time.
Notes
1. http://germination.ca/wheres-the-gm-alfalfa/
2. http://www.nfu.ca/sites/www.nfu.ca/files/Forage%20
Genetics%20letter%20March%209%202016.jpg
3. http://www.nfu.ca/story/letter-minister-urgent-actionneeded-stop-gm-alfalfa-seed-sales
4. http://www.nfu.ca/sites/www.nfu.ca/files/MacAulay%20
response%20GM%20alfalfa_0.pdf
5. http://cdnseed.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/CSTA_
CoExist_brochure_West_April-29.pdf
6. One Hundred Years of Beekeeping in British Columbia,
1858-1958, W.H. Turnbull, page 32
7. https://www.albertafarmexpress.ca/2016/02/29/exclusivegm-alfalfa-may-already-be-in-alberta/
8. http://cdnseed.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/News_
Release_April29_Coexistence_Plan_Alfalfa_Hay_
Western_Canada.pdf
9. http://germination.ca/wheres-the-gm-alfalfa/
10. http://seedprocessors.ca/site/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/Canada-FGI-Western-StakeholderUpdate-January-2017.pdf
11. https://rsc-src.ca/sites/default/files/pdf/GMreportEN.pdf
12. http://www.beeculture.com/honeys-not-gmo/
13. http://www.producer.com/2017/03/glyphosate-presencein-honey-raises-concerns/

Hanefelds’ Honey Farm
Nassenheider
Fill-up
Price: $2,595.
includes shipping

The bottler for honey and other
liquids with higher viscosity.
Compact, versatile,
affordable and reliable.

Contact Fred @ Phone & Fax: 604-856-8937
E-mail: FKOH@telus.net
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Genetic Engineering and Honey Bees
The following is from a recent exchange between one of
our beekeepers and Leonard Foster of UBC. The beekeeper
had some concerns about GM alfalfa and was finding some
conflicting information on the internet; this information may
be of interest to our readers.
Q: I am concerned about the pending introduction of GM
alfalfa into western Canada - it will put an end to all those
nice dandelions I see in the spring and increase the use of
glyphosate. In researching this topic I’m learning how quickly
the biotechnology industry is developing new products (selfpollinating almonds!). The beekeeping industry seems to
think it best that we just sit back and see where this ride takes
us. I’m not sure that is wise.
I am hoping you can give me some idea of how genetic
engineering might affect honey bees and the beekeeping
industry. The benefits of your work are obvious, but I am
concerned about allowing industry to patent life in the form
of genes.
Letting my imagination run wild, I’m envisioning someone
patenting the gene for grooming behaviour in Apis cerana.
This gene is then successfully introduced into honey bees.
All honey bees with the A. cerana gene are able to coexist
with varroa so become endemic in the wild. But given patent
laws, no one can capture a wild swarm unless they pay the
patent holder for the bees. And if a beekeeper’s queens mate
with feral drones he/she may have to pay the patent holder a
fee? This seems to be the direction our courts have taken with
patents of plant genes.
A: Thanks for asking about this! I absolutely agree. I too
have concerns about GM crops that enable the indiscriminate
application of pesticides. I actually think that GMOs in
general are a good thing for agriculture and the ecosystem. An
argument can be made that some GMOs actually increase the
health of bees, for example a GM crop that imparts a diseaseresistant trait could lead to less pesticide application. However,
genetic modifications that confer resistance to glyphosate so
that farmers can spray it everywhere cannot be a good thing
for the greater ecosystem, including bees of all kinds.
As for how genetic engineering might affect honey
bees and apiculture, I like to think that I can say something
informed about that. As you may have read, the first report of a
‘genetically modified’ bee was reported a couple of years ago
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4066538/).
It is hard to say when or if this will have an impact on
apiculture. What this breakthrough will most certainly do is
enhance our ability to understand how bees work.
Our ability to manipulate genes in other organisms (namely
mice, but also fruit flies, nematodes and yeast) is directly
responsible for much of modern human medicine. Our ability
to manipulate genes under controlled conditions allows us to
understand the roles of those genes in biology, which in turn
allows us to develop methods for treating diseases. My own
laboratory has been interested in this kind of technology too,
although we have not applied it yet.
I really need to emphasize that this is INDEPENDENT
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of the work we have been doing that you have probably
heard most about - selective breeding for disease resistance.
While some of our molecular research may inform the
selective breeding, there is no known method to apply genetic
engineering that would allow us to develop a genetically
engineered bee for any real-world application. In other words,
genetic engineering in bees is just a laboratory tool.
Now, it would be disingenuous of me to try to claim that
this is going to remain the case in the future. Before too long,
someone will probably try to engineer a bee that has some
kind of special characteristic with potential practical value to
beekeepers (e.g., resistance to neonicotinoids, resistance to
disease). However, it is not clear to me that this is ever going
to lead to a ‘patented bee’. There are patented varieties of
some plants, as you know, but these take advantage of the idea
of hybrids, where you need to cross two different varieties to
create the desirable variety, but because of the nature of the
cross, the resulting variety cannot reproduce itself.
This limitation on the fertility of the resulting hybrid does
not work so well in animals, nor is it even currently allowed
under existing regulatory regimes (as far as I know). It doesn’t
work so well in ‘normal’ farm animals (pigs, cows, sheep, etc)
but it would be even less effective in bees, given how they
reproduce (i.e., haplodiploid sex determination, polyandroidy).
That is, the only way to ensure that a GM bee would keep its
genetic modification would be to instrumentally inseminate
GM queens with GM drones – if GM queens were allowed to
open mate, the “GM” would quickly get diluted to the point
of being ineffective. To answer your question specifically,
no, existing patent law would absolutely not allow a patentholder to sue you if your queens mated with drones from a
GM colony.
This is basically where the field is at now. I do not see
genetic engineering having any role in apiculture for at least
10 to 15 years - there is just nothing on the horizon right now
and it takes a long time to get regulatory approval. It would be
pure folly to say that apiculture will never have to confront the
issue of GM bees though.
As a final statement, I would love to engage the wider
community in a discussion of this whole area. Advances in
science underpin our society so we cannot reject things out-ofhand (e.g., opposing all GMOs) just for the sake of it. On the
other hand, I absolutely agree that we (the public, scientists,
politicians, regulatory agencies) should take a close look at
how these advances will affect us and oppose those things that
don’t make sense. Those decisions need to be based on data
and made under defined conditions, so that there is a clear path
to application for budding entrepreneurs, or in this case from
an ecological standpoint. This would apply to the GM alfalfa
that is currently being considered, which from an ecological
standpoint is pretty hard to defend.
Maybe someone will come up with a GM alfalfa that outcompetes all weeds without the need to spray herbicides.
That might be better. But then again, it might not if it starts
to out-compete native plants in the wider ecosystem. Each
case needs to be examined on its merits, which would include
future, hypothetical GM bees. ❀

BCHPA Honey
Marketing
The BCHPA is working on a project to support BC beekeepers in marketing their
locally produced BC honey. The goal is to produce a variation of a “buy local
honey” logo that BC beekeepers can use on their jars, as well as branded farm gate
and farmers’ market signage.
At the BCHPA semi-annual meeting this past March and at the AGM last fall,
members supported the efforts of a marketing committee made up of Judy Campbell,
Amanda Goodman Lee and Gerry McKee. The committee’s work is now at the
stage where member input is essential in finalizing the design of the logo, taglines
and signage. A tagline is a catchphrase or slogan specifically used in marketing.
Under the proposed ‘Buy BC Honey’ program, people who produce their own
honey from forage in BC would be able to brand or label their products with the
BCHPA produced stickers. Since the goal is to assist direct honey producers, both
small and large, the program is not available to honey packers who purchase honey
for resale.
This program will also capitalize on the marketing already being done through
the BC Agriculture Council (BCAC) around other ‘buy local’ programs developed
for BC grown agricultural products.
The proposed ‘Buy BC Honey’ program will help strengthen the already highly
respected reputation of BC’s local honey producers, while at the same time will
reduce consumer confusion as to what constitutes local, BC or Canadian honey.
The BCHPA marketing committee will be sending out the survey online to all
members in the near future. Our preference is for people to answer the survey
online; however, it is included as a print version in this issue of the newsletter for
those who prefer to do it in hard copy and mail it in. Your input matters - please take
a few minutes to let us know what you think.
1. Do you sell honey now? __yes __no
2. If you answered yes to #1, how do you sell your honey? (Check all that apply)
__Wholesale __Farm-gate __Retail stores __Farmer’s market
______Other (please specify)
3. To help us plan the projected number of stickers, if the BCHPA decides to offer
a sticker option, how many do you think you would like to purchase on an annual
basis?
__Less than 1000 per year __1000 - 3000 per year __3000 or more per year
4. We would appreciate your input on the program title. Please rate your top 4
choices with #1 being the most preferred and #4 least preferred. Please add any
new ideas that you might have and rate your new idea in the #1 to #4 ranking.
__Unique B.C. __B.C. Sourced Honey __100% B.C. Honey __Supernatural
B.C. Honey __From hive to table __From bees to table __Bee cubed (B.C.
Beekeeper, B.C. Forage, B.C. Honey) Additional suggestions:
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5. What tagline should we use? Please rate your top 2 choices with #1 being the most preferred and #2 least preferred. Please
add any new ideas that you might have and rate your new idea in the ranking.
__Direct from the beekeeper __Just as nature intended __Pure __Supernatural
__As the bees intended __Meet your local beekeeper __B to U __From the beekeeper
B.C. Made
Additional suggestions:
6. Logo: vote for your top 2 selections with #1 being your most preferred and #2 being your second choice.

7. A “made in B.C.” logo exists and it appears that members of the BCAC may be able to use this symbol and adapt it to say
BC Honey as in the picture shown. Would you like to see this type of B.C. symbol incorporated into
whatever logo is being used in the honey marketing?
8. The program is considering container/jar stickers, farm gate signage, and a small sign for markets.
The sample below is signage used by the environmental farm plan. The committee is proposing the new
marketing program signage use a similar format and contain whatever logo is agreed upon. Would you
please rank all 3 parts of the proposed plan with the priority for you in your honey marketing.
Please place #1 for most important to #3 for least important.
stickers for honey containers

farm gate signage

market signage

9. Based on the information you have seen throughout this survey, is this a
program that you, as a BCHPA member, would be interested in?
10. Although we will be seeking government funding to introduce this program,
there may be some set-up costs for beekeepers. This cost could be up to $100.
Would you be interested in participating in this program if there was a fee?
11. Would you be prepared to pay a nominal annual membership fee to participate
in this program? This would be used to build a fund to ensure replacement signage
and marketing strategies in the future.
12. It has been suggested that a portion of the sticker or signage costs go to support a bee-friendly registered charity. Do you
support this suggestion?
If you have any other comments or suggestions, we would be pleased to receive them. Please add your comments below:

If you would prefer to complete this hard copy of the survey,
please mail your completed hard copy to Gerry McKee or you
can scan and e-mail it to him as noted below.
Contact: Gerry McKee mailing address:
5430 Portland Street, Burnaby, BC V5J 2R4
e-mail: mcbees.burnaby@gmail.com ❀
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Making a BCHPA Certified Instructor
by Lance Cuthill, Chairperson,
BCHPA Certified Instructor Committee
It is with a little feeling of pride and accomplishment that the
three BCHPA Instructors (Axel Krause, Ian Farber and Lance
Cuthill) are able to report that with the recent class taught
in Kamloops, we now have 51 BCHPA Certified Instructors
spread throughout the province. Axel, Ian and Lance have
brought over 100 years of teaching experience and 75 years
of beekeeping to the program. Kerry Clark, as President and
committee member, has added his much valued input to the
program as well.
For entry into the program the basic requirements are
successful completion of the BC BeeMasters course or
equivalent, along with a minimum 5 years of recent, successful
beekeeping. This does not guarantee a seat; for each course
only 12 applicants are accepted. If there are more than 12,
the committee will evaluate additional submitted information,
e.g. teaching experience.
To become a certified instructor, candidates attend an eight
hour day of instruction followed by a two hour exam that
requires a 70% to pass. The day begins at 8:00 am with each
candidate writing the beginner beekeeper exam - the same
one that their students will write in the beginning beekeeper
course. The remainder of the day is divided into two parts:
curriculum awareness and effective teaching. At 4:00 pm each
would-be instructor writes an exam that reveals their depth of
knowledge in beekeeping, as well as their knowledge of what
constitutes effective teaching.
Upon passing the exam, each class member is given a
three ring binder that contains a student manual, an instructor
manual and a computer flash drive. The student manual
contains handout sheets that go along with the lessons being
taught. The instructor manual outlines a breakdown of the
curriculum into 6 classroom sessions with sample lesson plans
for the 16 hours of mandatory instruction and the field day.
A prepared flash drive contains PowerPoint presentations,
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Instructors and some of the course graduates from the
Semi-Annual. 
photo by Jeff Lee
pictures and lesson aid suggestions. Each component of the
curriculum must be taught.
The goal of this program is best made clear by reading
the program’s mission statement: “Provide the beginning
beekeeper with the best possible chance for success.” ❀
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For further
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CRA Registered Charity
Receipts for tax purposes will be issued
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Requeening
by Bill Ruzicka
Stop relying on imported queens.
Requeening - swarm control increased production - splits - wintering success.
The key to successful wintering is a new queen - not the one
you buy in September, but the one you rear in June and test over
the summer. It also stops swarming and increases production.
Or if you want to increase your number of colonies, the time
to do it is now. Talk to your local bee breeder to find out what
is available and when.
Simple requeening: most commercial beekeepers re-queen
old hives each year by using a cell in a cell protector, bought
from a reputable bee breeder. They just put it in on a comb of
emerging brood. When the virgin is born she gets rid of the old
queen. Young queens do not swarm. If you want to make sure,
you can kill the old queen and check the cell for emergence.
Requeening by splitting and running a parallel colony: 4
days before the cells or caged virgins are available to you,
put a queen excluder between your 2 brood boxes. On the
day when you get the cells, you need a small cooler with a
hot water bottle to keep cells at 30°C and a rubber foam pad
with ½” holes to transport the cells safely. Ladies do have an
advantage since they have a good incubator in their cleavage.
You then split your hive in two, find which one has eggs,
and that is where the queen is. The brood box with the queen
will stay in the original location. Put a q-excluder on it and give
them a second box - this is a great way to draw foundation.
Divide the other brood box
into 2 boxes evenly. Starting at
one wall: one comb of honey, one
of pollen, two combs with sealed
brood (covered with bees) and
five empty drawn combs. Use an
entrance reducer and screen their
entrance with each on their own
bottom boards. Between the 2
brood combs of each split, on the
brood where you would normally
find supersedure cells, place
the cell in a cell protector. Then
replace the inner cover and lid.
Leave the two splits beside each
other, right beside the old parent
colony.
Do not take splits away. Leave them screened for 5 days.
Those virgins need drones to mate with and they are not two
and half miles away as bee books usually advise. On the
5th day you should remove screens and check your cells for
emergence.
If they emerged it is good and fine. If one or both did not
emerge, you can use caged virgins to replace the bad cells. In
our operation, we will replace bad cells with caged virgins
for local customers, but the customers must bring us nonemerged cells, undamaged, in the cell protectors. The caged
virgins are of the same age as cells and they should mate on
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same day in June. Pay attention to nice calm, warm weather
in the afternoon & record it on the calendar. Both cells and
virgins should be mated 20 days after you put the cells in, if
not give them 35 days if you can confirm you have a virgin.
In our experience, we have been able to mail caged virgins
in JZBZ cages and boxes to those far away, and the post office
was able to guarantee 2 days delivery.
If both queens mated and you want to increase colony
numbers, then leave both splits there and place honey supers
over the queen excluders. At the end of July you can put
one split (single brood box) on top of the old parent queen
(single brood box), with a spritz of glade deodorant between
the boxes, and put the q-excluder
over both boxes with all honey
supers above. The young queen
will always win. You can winter
the other split on 8 frames, with a
feeder on the top of other double
brood chamber colonies.
If one queen does not mate,
join both splits together into one
box using sugar water spray. At
the end of July you can combine
with the parent colony or winter
over another large colony, just as
indicated above.
If neither mated or you missed
getting cells when they where
available, you can buy a mated queen and introduce her to
the split. They should be available to you, in our area, by
June 20th. Most local queens that are mated earlier don't have
enough sperm and become drone layers.
You can also re-queen using tested queens (in our operation,
we sell queens that have been laying for 5 weeks in our nucs,
which were mated in June). My last advice is that if you don't
know how old your queens are, then you can requeen as I have
described above. ❀
Bill Ruzicka is a commercial beekeeper in Kelowna, BC

John Harding Queen Rearing System
diminished on frames of eggs and larva
that she can not easily visit, which
creates a swarm/supersedure scenario
It is becoming widely understood that
in the hive—the colony believes that
locally adapted honey bees are generally
either a) the hive has gotten too big for
better suited to thrive in your region and
the queen’s pheromones to be strong
climate. Often we hear about special
everywhere, so they are motivated to
“designer queens” bred across the world
raise another queen and swarm, or b)
in exotic settings, and it’s tempting to
the queen is failing and they must raise
want to buy packages or requeen our
another to supersede her.
apiaries with these genetics. However,
In our research there were various
they might not be as good at surviving
methods that seemed to make effective
in your climate (not to mention the
use of this behaviour in Langstroth
Darwyn and Michalina
stress put on bees by shipping them),
hives: Cloake boards, Snelgrove
and it can lead to poor genetic diversity
boards, and elevating brood above
if all the bees in a region come from one breeder (in our case honey excluders/supers all seem to be effective ways to raise
this would mean Hawaiian bred bees would not likely be queens. These methods all seemed to have lower impact on the
well suited to Canadian winters... and yet there are so many donor colonies, but still involved regular manipulations that
tropical bees imported to our decidedly not tropical climate). we felt disrupted the colonies or did not produce a sufficient
If each community raises their own queens, we can have number of cells for our needs.
stock adapted to different regions, and in the case of changing
We came across the John Harding Queen rearing system in
climates and disease resistance, have different genetic pools a BIBBA (Bee Improvement and Bee Breeders Association)
to pull from that are resistant or adapted accordingly. It is publication from several years ago: http://bibba.com/the-johnour goal to be self sufficient in this respect, provide locally harding-queen- rearing-system/. We had never seen or heard
successful queens and nucs for our community, and encourage of any other bee breeders or even hobbyists using this method,
others to do the same - breeding bees in our own yards and and there were so few mentions of it in online searches that
communities rather than routinely importing our bees from all it seemed never to have gained any traction. Regardless, the
over the world.
concept was the one we wanted to explore, and seemed to be
We first came across the John Harding system for queen very effective if this article was to be believed. We decided to
rearing after a couple seasons using more commercially viable build one and try it out.
ways to raise our queens; i.e. by shaking many frames of nurse
bees from one or a couple parent colonies into a ventilated The System
queenless box, confining them for up to 24 hrs until hopelessly The setup for this system uses three boxes in a row. There are
queenless, then introducing the grafted queen cells for them to two distinct queenright (with their own mated queen) colonies
start. We had success with this method, and with more passive on the outside boxes, both connected to a central grafting
methods such as Cloake board methods, etc. But we were not box that is permanently queenless. There are queen excluders
pleased with the impact that so many manipulations had on
the parent colonies or the stress on the young bees, and we
were not getting the consistent results that we wanted.
Our bees are kept without the use of chemical treatments
(we do feed sugar syrup if we think it’s needed, with the
addition of organic apple cider vinegar, and sugar bricks over
the winter months), and the Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) that we employ for mite and disease control is
primarily achieved through re-queening and providing breaks
in the brood rearing cycle. In order to breed from successfully
overwintered colonies with desirable traits and incorporate
this frequent need for brood breaks in our colonies we need a
reliable way to rear our own queens.
While we did have success with these more commercial
methods of queen rearing, we were determined to find a low
impact approach. We had observed that our bees would raise
queen cells from larvae that were placed too far away from
the brood nest (by shuffling a brood frame away from the rest
of the brood nest at the other end of one of our top bar hives
for example), and speculated about ways to encourage this for
our queen production. We learned about the queen mandibular
pheromone, and that the queen’s pheromones become quickly
by Darwyn Moffatt-Mallett
and Michalina Hunter
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cut and installed vertically in the outer hives preventing
the passage of either queen to the central grafting box, but
allowing nurse bees and workers to pass through to the other
boxes. As the boxes are all connected, smells and pheromones
are carried throughout the entire system, and as in other twoqueen systems, the colonies cooperate in harmony.
Our first version (mostly) followed the design explained in
the BIBBA article, utilizing 5 frame nuc boxes on a purpose
built stand, each with their own entrance, and connected 6”
apart by PVC pipe with a minimum diameter of 5 cm (although
you could use anything really, so long as the opening will not
easily be propolized shut). We prefer to use inner covers and
a telescoping hive roof over migratory lids, and we feed using
frame feeders for
queen
rearing.
We built screened
bottoms into the
stand with the
slide-in bottoms
for
monitoring
natural
mitedrop. Our next
versions
will
integrate slatted
bottom racks to
aid
ventilation
and clustering.
We decided to
double-wall
and insulate our
PVC connections to assist with, and take advantage of any
temperature regulation being performed by the two outer
colonies.
Because our short and moderate summers on the Pacific
Northwest are generally cool in the evenings, grafting into a
lid above the frames as described in the BIBBA article may
not be as practical for us as it might be in warmer locations.
We use a grafting frame for this reason, and have enjoyed
great success. The photo below shows one of our very first
attempts at grafting into this system.

This virgin queen seems to already have a retinue of
attendants.

A virgin queen leaving her cage into her new colony.

A freshly-emerged virgin queen (right) and her attendant.
We cut out the queen cells and put them in these cages
in the incubator for emerging.
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We experimented with this system during the summer of
2016, and quickly began producing nice large cells consistently.
The Virgin Queens were well fed, a nice size, and were for
the most part happily accepted by the queenless colonies they
were intended for.
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I hope you read the original post about this method by
following the BIBBA link provided above, but in case you
need any further convincing there are a few things we thought
worth adding and reinforcing.
Benefits of this Queen Rearing System
A huge advantage of this system for folks that may not have
the experience grafting is that it is so forgiving. If you’re just
learning, grafting is one of those practice makes perfect kind
of things, and if you’re shaking bees into a queenless box the
day before your graft only to have that graft completely (or
even mostly) fail, it can be very disappointing to the beekeeper
and plenty disruptive to the bees. Because this system has
a dedicated grafting box, checking or replacing your grafts
does not involve completely dismantling a full size colony, or
confining any bees at any point. Generally, your bees should
be happier (by that I mean less agitated or aggressive) because
they are never actually queenless, which is fantastic if your
apiary is near any human neighbours who don’t like getting
stung. Also, a failed graft can simply be tried again, on the
spot; there is generally no need to do any more manipulating
than you already did to set up your box.
This system can be used both as a cell starter and as a cell
finisher all in one - no need to move your grafts to a finishing
colony. This alone means you’re disturbing the process less,
and the started cells do not have to be exposed or removed
from the grafting box before they’re fully capped, or even fully
developed days later. This means that if you have somewhere
for these cells to go, (like an incubator, or queenless colonies
in the same apiary that you’re wanting to re-queen) you could
be grafting into this box every 5 days if conditions are good.
Last season, we even banked queens in cages in this
central box when we we had too many queens, and it
worked wonderfully. We did not notice much difference in
temperament when we caged and banked either mated or
virgin queens in the central box, and we did not have to do
anything special to prepare the grafting box for use as a queen
bank, as it already has all of the right conditions for such a
purpose, as it is highly populated with well-fed young nurse
bees motivated to care for young queens.
If for some reason you don’t need to raise any queens,
these colonies don’t need any attention in addition to your

There are some experiences we would like to pass on
with regards to management of this system.

regular inspections. However, we did find a virgin queen
in our grafting box last year that ruined a couple of good
grafts, so along with the usual manipulations it’s worth being
certain you don’t have some rogue queen halfway down the
connecting tubes by staying on top of any emergency or
swarm cells that might get started on the brood frames in that
central box.
After using this system for a year…

This is the kind of congestion we would be grafting into.
Remember that these bees are there voluntarily! Each
box has its own entrance, and the regular rotation of
open brood frames from the outer colonies draws the
nurse bees through the excluders to the central box with
the brood pheromones.
Watch out for Moving Queens and
Queen Pheromone Around
As you can read in the original BIBBA article, rotating brood
frames from the outer two colonies into this central grafting
box draws nurse bees through the excluders to feed them.
These are the bees that will raise your queens. Brood frames
that have been taken from the parent colonies should of course
be carefully inspected to ensure that they are not hiding the
queen, before being transferred to the central box. It is worth
noting that these new frames will still have plenty of residual
queen pheromone present on them (and the bees that populate
those frames), and we always seemed to have better grafting
success if we moved the frames in advance of the intended
graft so that the queen pheromones subsided.
Box Size
Queen larvae have to be well-fed, and we have had best
success using a frame feeder as pictured - but it takes up more
space than we would like in this 5 frame box. We have built
two more of these systems for use this year, and have made
them a frame and a half wider to accommodate the frame
feeder. If you’re using jar feeders (or something else) you may
not feel that the boxes need to be any wider. A 6.5 frame box
may seem like an awkward size to have kicking around, but
we won’t be using these boxes for anything else since they’ve
all got large holes bored in the sides. We are feeling pretty
confident that this size will be better for our purposes and the
way we manage our bees.
It was tempting at first to ignore the advice in the article for
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6 1/2 frames wide allows space for 6 frames and a
dummy board, or 5 frames and a frame feeder.
having these boxes just be nuc sized, but having tried it, they
really wouldn’t benefit much by being built using standard 10
frame equipment. A note about design/function: the smaller
width of the nuc forces the brood nest in each outer colony
to be central in the box, right in line with the opening to the
central grafting box. This seems like a simple concept, but if
the frames were oriented the opposite way, as is typical, the
smells and pheromones from the brood would not likely waft
throughout all the boxes as effectively. What I’m saying is
that you want to have the broodnest in each outer box directly
in line with the opening to the central grafting box, and the
frames oriented so that the ends are exposed to the hole so
as to attract the maximum number of nurse bees to the larvae
begging for food in the grafting box.
The other thing to think about is congestion. In a 10
frame box it may take quite a bit longer to achieve the kind
of congestion that we want for raising queens. Yes, you can
always bring frames from other colonies to speed this process,
but it’s sure nice if the system builds up to that threshold at the
right time in the season all by itself.

Space for 6 1/2 frames

Number of Queen Cells
The slatted racks elevated to a comfortable working
The last bit of experience with this system we want to share height.
is also related to congestion, but that of the queen cells you
ask your bees to raise for you. In this system, depending on to build their own, and we hope you will too, and that this
the conditions, we found that we were happier with the size article might help encourage you to try it! Whatever method
and evident nutrition of queens (known by observing leftover you use to raise queens, it’s wonderful and rewarding to see
royal jelly at the base of the queen cells) when we grafted them come back successfully mated, and heading their own
fewer cells. For us, that meant trying for 10-15 instead of 20- colonies. The best queens are local queens, and it doesn’t get
30+ like you might see the larger commercial frames of grafts much more local than your own back yard! ❀
sporting. With three of these queen systems in rotation this
year and using the success we had last year as a gauge, we Darwyn and Michalina are the owners of Green Bee Honey,
should be able to produce 30-50 high quality queen cells every a small, natural beekeeping operation in Squamish, BC. This
week, if we want. And all of that without much disturbance to article first appeared on their blog at: www.greenbeehoney.
our bees, minimal hive manipulations, and so on.
ca.
Friends of ours that have seen this in action are determined
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Of Varroa and Respect
by roselyne lambert
I started keeping bees four years ago. Definitely a newbie! A
fascinated newbie who ventured on this new territory with a
pile of books and doing a lot of research. So much to learn,
so much to discover! In search of mentors, I joined the local
club because I value learning through the experiences of
others. When I took the BCHPA certified beekeeping course, I
remember being filled with doubt about my new adventure the
afternoon we spent on integrated pest management. I started
keeping bees in interesting times: the time of the varroa.
In my decades as a gardener, I have never used pesticides
or herbicides and have been very successful without. It was
therefore predictable that I would become uncomfortable with
the apparent inevitability of pesticide use in beekeeping. I
have only used formic acid because it is accepted by organic
certification. I came to question even the use of formic
acid because of its undesirable effects on colonies. I began
researching other possibilities such as the use of hygienic
stock and I became curious about chemical-free beekeeping. I
wanted to be able to discuss the topic with others who might
have experience in chemical-free beekeeping. That’s when I
discovered that there is a strong reluctance to discuss this in
our public beekeeping spaces. Reluctance at best - scoffing
and ridicule at worst.
What prompted me to write about this now? A recent
incident at the BCHPA semi-annual in Kamloops (my first
BCHPA gathering) encouraged me to reflect on the impact
of this silence on beekeeping and more specifically on varroa
management. During his presentation on the Education day,
Mike Palmer got a cheap laugh by ridiculing treatment-free
beekeepers, suggesting that they are unscientific ignorant
newbies, and topped it up with a resounding OM. Someone
in the audience added a derisive joke about the use of the
‘varroa treatment yoga position’. I am interested in evidencebased chemical-free beekeeping, and I happen to be a yoga
practitioner.1 Both ‘jokes’ left me with the feeling that talking
about treatment-free beekeeping at the meeting was not
welcome. That’s a problem because I, and probably others,
come to such meetings in part to hear about up-to-date
research on topics that interest us. This is not likely to happen
when a topic is ridiculed.
So what’s the big deal? I felt mildly offended, and intended
or not, it was disrespectful, but it’s not like I was going to
lose sleep over it. What prompted me to write about it is that
it hinders us collectively in what I assume to be our shared
desire for healthy bees. We obviously don’t all agree on the
best ways to have healthy colonies, but we need to be able to
talk about these different ways respectfully. Ridicule silences
people, and the best science happens when people can talk
with each other. The impact of silencing with ridicule is
that some good work, and some not so good work, is going
to go underground, and we’re missing out on sharing those
experiences and building on each other’s successes and
failures.
Newbies who are interested in exploring low or no

chemical treatment are left fumbling on their own, repeating
the same mistakes others have already made. It looks to me
like experienced beekeepers who are successfully managing
bees with low or no chemical treatment have few forums
where they can discuss what is working.
After the meeting, with some hesitancy, I reached out
online expressing my interest in working with hygienic stock,
hoping to connect with people who are successfully doing
so. I’m grateful to those who did respond and who shared
their successes and challenges and the research to back it
up. This approach to beekeeping is certainly not hands-free.
All confirmed quite intensive management practices to be
successful. Perhaps future articles in BeesCene can expand on
these successful practices?
There are different ways. I wish their experiences were
welcome in our shared public spaces, like BCHPA meetings,
to allow us to collectively profit from them. The chemical
treatment approach has become dogma. Yet it is not without
serious problems. Because of space constraints, I will limit
myself to a few examples.
Research has found that the chemical build-up in wax is
weakening queens. Juliana Rangel and David Tarpy (2015)
found in their research that “[there is a] growing body of
evidence relating to the decrease in the reproductive quality of
honey bee queens, and thus their rejection from their colony,
caused by in-hive contamination caused by chemical residues
in beeswax and other hive products, especially in colonies that
have been treated with pesticides to control parasitic mites.”
From the same study: “[we] found that workers reared in
brood comb with high pesticide residues became more highly
infected with N. ceranae, and at an earlier age, compared to
workers reared in brood combs with low pesticide residue.”2
A 2010 study found “unprecedented levels of miticides and
agricultural pesticides in honey bee colonies from across the
US and one Canadian province”.3
There is growing evidence that breeding treatment resistant
mites is what some past and present beekeeping practices are
particularly good at. What we need are varroa resistant bees
and beekeeping practices that weaken varroa. We need to stop
saying that there are no alternatives to the chemicals. It may
not be for everyone yet, but research is ongoing and hygienic
stock is becoming more and more available (with mixed
results, I know). Let’s at least make a point of welcoming
respectful discussions about it. As stated by Randy Oliver:
“We need to start demanding of our queen producers that we
want, and are willing to pay for, truly mite-resistant stock”.4
In their research paper about a survivor population of wild
colonies of European honey bees in the northeastern United
States, Seeley et all suggest in conclusion: “What apicultural
practices might be causing harm? We suggest that the
following four are important: (1) giving colonies mite-control
treatments, so there is little or no selection for mite-resistant
bees; (2) crowding colonies together in apiaries, so that
horizontal transmission of diseases is favoured; (3) managing
colonies to be unnaturally large, so that they have high honey
production and low swarming rates; and (4) moving colonies
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from place to place, so that there is both strong gene flow that
prevents natural selection from altering local allele frequencies
in a closed population, and rapid spread of pathogens.”5
Much of what I read in reputable journals, as well as in
mainstream beekeeping magazines such as the American
Bee Journal, leads me to believe that low or no chemical
treatment beekeeping is not fringe thinking. In an article in the
February 2017 American Bee Journal, Randy Oliver writes
“Look, varroa is here to stay.... It’s time to...shift to a new
paradigm. Let’s help our bees to strike a deal with the mites.”6
Lawrence John Connor, in a recent article, has this to say:
“More beekeepers need to use bee stocks that do not require
miticides to control varroa mites...[we need to] reduce the
introduction of bees that are not selected for much of anything
and that are preventing the development of mite tolerance and
long-term sustainability, or keeping colonies alive.”7
I propose that we respectfully talk about the science
available and openly listen to each others’ differing points of
view. It will serve us and the bees better. I did not just come
to beekeeping in the time of varroa, I came to it in a time of
unprecedented resources being given to bee research. Exciting
times. ❀
Notes
1. Yoga is good for mental and physical health (that’s
researched and evidence-based - look it up.) Its practice
contributes to the calm demeanour the bees prefer, to the
necessary fitness beekeeping calls for, and at the end of a day
of hoisting heavy boxes and frames, it relaxes tense muscles.
2. Rangel, Juliana, and Tarpy, David (2015). The combined

effects of miticides on the mating health of honey bee (Apis
Mellifera L.) queens. Journal of Apicultural Research. doi:
10.1080/00218839.2016.1147218.
3. Mullin CA, Frazier M, Frazier JL, Ashcraft S, Simonds
R, vanEngelsdorp D, et al. (2010). High Levels of Miticides
and Agrochemicals in North American Apiaries: Implications
for Honey Bee Health. PLoS ONE: 5(3): e9754. https://doi.
org/10.1371/journal.pone.0009754.
4. Oliver, Randy (2017). Beyond Taktic. American Bee
Journal. http://scientificbeekeeping.com/beyond-taktic/
5. Seeley, T.D., Tarpy, D.R., Griffin, S.R. et al. (2015). A
survivor population of wild colonies of European honeybees
in the northeastern United States: investigating its genetic
structure. Apidologie 46: 654. doi:10.1007/s13592-015-03550.
6. Oliver, Randy (2017). The Varroa Problem, Part 5:
Striking a Deal With Varroa. American Bee Journal. http://
scientificbeekeeping.com/the-varroa-problem-part-5/
7. Connor, Lawrence John (2017). Improved Stock. American
Bee Journal. http://americanbeejournal.com/improved-stock/.
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Plants for Bees in BC

Purple
Tansy
(Phacelia tanacetifolia)

by Peter Armitage, Portland, Newfoundland
(guest column)
I’m originally a BC boy, raised in Richmond, with connections to Vernon
where my late stepfather Dave Laidman was a beekeeper. Dave got his
honey extracted by beekeeping pioneer Leo Fuhr. I remember well the
wonderful odours of Mr. Fuhr’s honey house, and marvelling at his efforts
to seal every crack and cranny around his doors and windows in order to
keep Apis m. robbers away from the honey. I was too young to participate,
but apparently Mr. Fuhr, my stepfather, and other local beekeepers would
socialize over honey tasting and wine, which could produce some wicked
hangovers a day later, if one over-indulged.
My stepfather kept a dozen or so colonies near his home in a small
apiary at the end of Brooks Lane on Okanagan Landing, and may also
have produced monofloral honey by placing some colonies in fireweed
meadows at more remote locations.
Those childhood encounters with honey bees and honey were
formative, because five decades later I find myself beekeeping on the east
side of the country, in Newfoundland. Here, our biggest challenge is not
necessarily pathogens and pests (we are free of varroa, tracheal mites,
small hive beetles, wax moths and several other nasties), but an extremely
late spring. In fact, we don’t really have a spring. What passes for such is
some other season, between winter and summer, that zigzags erratically
with unpredictable and frequently cool, wet weather from May to the end
of June. Snowfall on Victoria Day weekend comes as no surprise! Such
weather is certainly not conducive to mating our virgin queens, which is
why it’s virtually impossible to purchase a nuc here before the middle of
July. It’s a bit different than the Lower Mainland of BC, eh?
Forage in Newfoundland:
Our primary forage species, according to seasonal progression from
theoretical “spring” in early April to frost in October, are alder and pussy
willow, mountain and red maple, dandelion, white clover, fireweed,
goldenrod and bog aster. Where my apiary is located in Portland, Bonavista
Bay, many of these species are found exclusively on disturbed landscapes
such as roadside margins, lawns and gardens, and woodland areas that have
been opened up as a result of domestic firewood harvesting. Otherwise,
my apiary is surrounded by black spruce and balsam fir boreal forest with
little food of value to my honey bees. That’s why I’ve been interested in
augmenting the “wild” forage with other species that are easy to plant, easy
to maintain, and provide maximum nectar and pollen value to the bees.
Jane Ramsay’s “Plants for Beekeeping in Canada and the Northern
USA” (2015) has been an extremely useful resource with respect to
researching “exotic” species that could be introduced to my area.1 Jane’s
reference book is a concise compilation of information regarding nectar and
pollen sources for honey bees, gleaned from the University of Cambridge’s
Botanical Garden Library as well as from other sources. Having scoured
its pages relentlessly, I chose several non-invasive experiments both
for my garden as well as for “guerrilla-seeding” in the neighbourhood.
They include bird’s foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), hyssop (Hyssopus
officinalis), lavender (Lavandula angustifolia), purple tansy (Phacelia
tanacetifolia), and white clover (Trifolium repens). Of these, the purple
tansy (henceforth “phacelia” or “tansy”) is my star forage species in terms
of the ease with which it can be propagated, its lengthy flowering time and
attractiveness to bees.
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Phacelia is an annual member of the Hydrophyllaceae family.
Ramsay reports that phacelia blooms in 6-8 weeks from seed,
which is true to my experience. However, I got many more
weeks of phacelia flower than the 4-6 weeks that she reports.
I got 13-14 weeks of perpetual flower from this plant, and
during most of this time it was well populated by honey bees
and various bumblebee species. There were numerous days
when my phacelia hummed loudly with hundreds of honey
bees and dozens of bumblebees; a sea of purple flowers
completely covered with bees!
I prepared two beds exclusively for phacelia in 2016, one
about 8 m2 in size, the other 4 m2. I broadcast seeded the
first bed on June 4th and it started to flower on July 18th. As
summer progressed into fall, both beds were surrounded by
a variety of forage species competing for the bees’ attention,
including white clover, raspberry, fireweed, goldenrod, and
nasturtium. Throughout the summer and early fall, my honey
bees clearly favoured the phacelia, with the white clover a
close second in popularity, if density of bees per square
metre is anything to go by. My forage notes report that on
August 10th, “Honey and bumble bees working purple tansy
like crazy.” On Sept. 28th I wrote, “High temp. today, 12°C
at 4:36 pm with sunshine & calm. Noted lots of ladies in the
tansy.” On Oct. 1st, I added, “The purple tansy...that started to
flower on 18 July is still in flower with lots of ladies in it this
afternoon.” The phacelia was still in flower on Oct. 24th along
with the hyssop, mustard, bachelor buttons, marigolds, and
broccoli. It took frost on Oct. 19th (low -1.3°C) and on Oct.
21st (low -2.0°C) but was finally hammered by a prolonged
-3.1° C frost early on the morning of Oct. 29th.
International Reputation:
None of this will come as a surprise to beekeepers already
familiar with the plant. As far back as 1902, the British Bee
Journal editor Thomas William Cowan noted that “Phacelia
tanacetifolia is literally covered with bees from morning till
night. The species was introduced into Europe from California
in 1832, and is called tanacetifolia (tansy-leaved) from the
resemblance of its leaves to those of tansy. It is an annual
with bluish pink feet. It is grown in Europe as a bee plant for
its nectar, and is the only one which produces an appreciable
quantity of it.”2
In their assessment of phacelia as a food plant for honey
and bumblebees in the UK, Williams and Christian (1991)
noted that, “Peak flower densities exceeded 2,000, 4,000
and 3,000 flowers/m2 for the early, mid- and late-sown plots
respectively. Both honey bees (Apis mellifera) and bumblebees
(Bombus spp. and Psithyrus spp.) foraged on the flowers from
early July until late October. At peak bee density > 20 bees/
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m2 were present.”3
More recently, Sally Bucknall (2013) writes, “If you
have the space and are keen to provide your bees with good
home-grown forage you can make a small area for Phacelia
tanacetifolia, a top nectar plant especially visited by honey
bees and short-tongued bumblebees and useful as a good
source of nectar that will continue to flower until the first
frosts. It has an unusual flower; the stamens are longer than
the petals so bees hover over the flowers to find a position
from which they can collect nectar. Also it has interestingly
dark blue pollen.”4
Writing about the most important melliferous plants in
Hungary, Farkas and Zajácz (2007) say that, “The great
advantage of phacelia is that it provides food for bees even
under extreme conditions, such as dry, hot as well as wet and
cool weather. It emits such an overpowering nectar scent that
bees cannot resist, and visit the flowers from early morning
to late evening in great numbers…collecting both nectar and
pollen…even in great heat.”5
Closer to home, Tibor Szabo (1982) experimented with
phacelia during his time at the Agriculture Canada Research
Station in Beaverlodge, Alberta. He observed, “It grows in
sunny locations in any kind of soil, however, the best growing
was obtained in humus-rich sandy soil. Phacelia cannot
compete with grasses and other plants and therefore does not
become a weed problem.”6
Value for Honey Bees:
Ramsay’s sources point to a honey potential of more than 201
kg/ha (lbs/acre) for phacelia. She notes that honey produced
from this plant is light green, and is classed as white to
light amber, but it granulates rapidly. Nectar is secreted at
temperatures between 10 and 31° C, with the best secretion
between 16 and 24° C when the relative humidity is 55-70%.
The sugar concentration in the nectar is 16-52% depending
on precipitation (higher concentrations in dry conditions). The
flowers produce dark blue to dull brown pollen in abundance.

In their evaluation of the quality of several single pollen diets
and one pollen substitute for honey bees, Pernal and Currie
(2000) determined that phacelia pollen “contained the highest
level of crude protein (28.1%) of all natural pollen diets.”7
Given the immense popularity of phacelia in Europe and
the U.S. for more than a century, I find it curious that more of
my fellow beekeepers are not persuaded about the merits of
planting it in large quantities wherever possible. How many
of you have taken note of your own provincial apiculturist’s
recommendations regarding summer nectar and floral sources,
where phacelia is celebrated as a “profuse nectar producer”
and “highly attractive to all pollinators”?8 I, for one, will
be planting much more of it this spring. What remains to be
seen is how well it reseeds and whether it will prosper when
guerrilla-seeded on landscapes where I am unable to prepare
the ground and easily control the grasses and other nonmelliferous species that take hold there. ❀
Peter Armitage is a board member of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Beekeeping Association. www.nlbeekeeping.ca,
armitage@nlbeekeeping.ca
Notes
1. Ramsay, Jane. Plants for Beekeeping in Canada and the
Northern USA. Victoria, BC: Printorium Bookworks, 2015.
2. Cowan, Thomas William. Gleanings in Bee-Culture. cited
in American Bee Journal. Nov. 20, p.750-751.
3. Williams, Ingrid H. and D.G. Christian (1991). Observations
on Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham (Hydriophyllaceae) as
a food plant for honey bees and bumble bees. Journal of

Apicultural Research. 30(1): 3-12.
4. Bucknall, Sally. 2013. Flower Power. BBKA News. No.
213, June. p.9.
5. Farkas, Ágnes and Edit Zajácz (2007). “Nectar Production
for the Hungarian Honey Industry.” The European Journal of
Plant Science and Biotechnology. 1(2): 125-151.
6. Szabo, Tibor I. 1982. “Phacelia tanacetifolia as a honey
plant.” Canadian Beekeeping. 9(9): 151.
7. Pernal,Stephen F. and Robert W. Currie. 2000 "Pollen
quality of fresh and 1-year-old single pollen diets for worker
honey bees (Apis mellifera L.). Apidologie. 31: 387 - 409.
8. Government of British Columbia (2011). Summer Nectar
and Floral Sources. Ministry of Agriculture. Apiculture
Bulletin #905.
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A Tribute To Tim E.M. Smith
May 30,1926 - December 12, 2016

In the early 1960’s Tim became interested
in bees while working with Otis Vestry.
His first hive, like for many others, was
a swarm which apparently he rescued
from an auto wrecking yard. It became
a hobby and he gradually increased
his numbers. In 1972 Tim took the Bee
Masters course and shortly after became
the Bee Inspector in the South Okanagan.
He also purchased 200 hives from the
Lewis Estate in Kelowna. Along with his
wife Marg, they became a commercial
bee operation running 400 colonies of
bees by 1975.
Tree Fruit pollination was a source
of income in the spring. Tim would then
transport hives to the North Okanagan
and Alberta for a summer nectar flow as
honey crops were slim with the hot dry
weather in the South Okanagan Valley.
During the mid 1980’s his son Kevin,
along with his first wife Anne, purchased
Diamond Vale Honey from Otis Vestry
in Merritt. Tim & Marg’s Pleasant Valley
Apiary operation was then combined
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with Diamond Vale Honey to form
Smith Apiaries Ltd., which served the
many Fruit Stands in the Okanagan and
Similkameen Valleys.
Tim was an easygoing, conscientious,
hard working beekeeper. He was always
willing to help a beginner and offered
other methods of bee hive management
to all levels of beekeepers.
Tim was a Life Member of the BC
Honey Producers Association and was
very active in the South Okanagan Bee
Club and the Okanagan Valley Pollination
Association.
In 1997 Tim sold his hives to John
Sladen of Keremeos. After retirement
Tim kept a few hives and spent a lot of
time in his woodworking shop, making
many precious wood-lathed ornaments
which now are great mementos for his
family and friends. Tim will be fondly
remembered for his gentleness and
kindness to all who knew him. ❀

~ Submitted by John Sladen

Canadian Honey Council
The CHC has been busy
with the Apimondia
bid, getting the contract
signed
between
Apimondia and the
Professional organizer
and CHC. Rod has
traveled to Montreal
along
with
Pierre
Giovenazzo to do this
and there are still some
issues to work out but
Stan Reist,
that’s to be expected.
We have a delegation that will
Canadian
Honey Council Rep be attending the 45th congress in
Turkey at the end of September, to
promote Apimondia in Montreal
in sept 2019. You still have until the 30th of June to book your
reservations for Turkey, at this time.
The Front of Package labeling as it stands right now: we are
waiting for a response from Health Canada for the first round
of submissions and after we hear from that, we expect there
will be further submissions. How that will play out we’re not
sure, so it’s a waiting game.
Rod was in Ottawa last week on the Roundtable’s all Chairs
meeting. There are currently 14 Roundtable’s at AAFC, and it
is Rod’s belief that a good deal of policy decisions originate
through the various roundtables. We were given background
material on the meeting, 146 pages worth, and Rod has
provided a synopsis of the discussions that took place. Some
of this will be available to see in the near future.
Dominic Barton, The chair of Finance Minister Bill
Morneau’s Council of Economic Advisers, released a report
in February in which agriculture is highlighted as major
economic driver. See the report: Unleashing the Growth
Potential of Key Sectors (http://www.budget.gc.ca/aceg-ccce/
pdf/key-sectors-secteurs-cles-eng.pdf). There was a fair bit of
optimism surrounding the potential growth of the sector and it
appears that agriculture will be supported at an unprecedented
level, at least in terms of policy. The key component holding
back the sector is labour issues (the biggest problem is lack of

workers), and this was made abundantly clear
by many of the industry co-chairs.
Mr. Barton addressed the CFA meeting in
Ottawa in February, and his presentation was
impressive to say the least. What I thought
was the most impressive was his statement that
in the next 40 years we are going to have to
produce 40% more than we have produced in
the last 10,000 years. Those are really staggering
numbers.
Honourable Patty Hajdu, Minister of
Employment, Workforce Development and
Labour, and the Honourable Ahmed Hussen,
Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship,
announced that the government will try to improve the
Temporary Foreign Worker program by bringing in new
requirements for employers seeking to hire foreign workers.
They also announced a review of the whole agricultural stream,
including the Seasonal Adjusted Worker Program. This review
could have some major implications for beekeepers who hire
foreign labour and therefore we should keep a close eye on
things.
There is a CFA Draft Submission on CFIA’s Cost Recovery
Initiative and when it is finalized, I will be able to report on
it. ❀

GOOD THINGS
COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Glass Jars
in a variety
of Sizes and Shapes

(604) 270-0111

140 – 9200 Van Horne Way, Richmond B.C. V6X 1W3

www.richardspackaging.com
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BCHPA BRANCHES

Club Contacts

BC Bee Breeders Branch
4880 Wells Road, Grand Forks, BC V0H 1H5
Elizabeth Huxter president@bcbeebreeders.ca 250-442-5204
Burnaby Branch
990 Cliff Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5A 2J5
Janice Bobic burnabybeekeepers@telus.net
Central Cariboo Branch
Box 825, 150 Mile House BC, V0K 2G0
John Hoyrup hilltop4@telus.net

604-298-6164

Kamloops Branch
1062 Fleetwood Court, Kamloops, BC, V2B 8J4
Ed Zurawell ezclocks@gmail.com
Langley Branch
34701 Mila St., Abbotsford, BC, V2S 4Z7
Elaine Garry laneygarry@telus.net 

North Okanagan Branch
1253 Collison Road, Kelowna, BC, V1X 5J3
Dan Mawson dkmawson@shaw.ca 

604-852-2272
250-763-4146

Prince George Branch
18835 Ness Lake Road, Prince George BC, V2K 5L7
Barry Clark m_bclark@hotmail.com 
250-301-6266
West Kootenay Branch
431 Rosedale Road, Castlegar, BC, V1N 4L3
Axel Krause a.krause@telus.net 

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Capital Region Beekeepers Association
Box 43033, Victoria, BC V8X 3G2
Bill Fosdick
president@capitalregionbeekeepers.ca 

250-608-7397

250-216-7761

Richmond Beekeepers Association
c/o Richmond Nature Park, 11851 Westminster Hwy,
Richmond BC V6X 1B4
Tim Monaghan tmonaghan@telus.net 
604-787-2993
250-710-9517

OTHER BEE- RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

Alberni Valley Honey Producers Association
6219 Lamarque Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson
davemikkelson@hotmail.com 
250-723-6089
BC Peace Beekeepers
P.O. Box 2090, Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4K8
Kerry Clark
kccsclark@gmail.com
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250-426-6049

Nanaimo Division Beekeepers Club
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, BC V9S 2H8
Peter Lange
nanaimobeekeepers@gmail.com 

250-753-0554

Maple Ridge Beekeepers Association
#501-1680 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 0B7
Raena Dumas raenadumas@hotmail.com 
604-786-5245

Quesnel Beekeepers Association
Katie Rasmussen
rasmussen.katie.e@gmail.com 

Salt Spring Island Beekeepers
Kelly Johnson owlchemist@telus.net
www.ssibeekeepers.com

778-466-3634

Shuswap Beekeepers Club
1040 8th Ave. NE, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4A4
Bill Lynch wjlynch@telus.net 
250-832-2732
Smithers Beekeepers Association
Tom Smith
smithersbeekeepers@gmail.com 

South Okanagan Beekeepers Association
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque
tim_bouwmeester@yahoo.ca 

250-498-4025

Squamish Beekeepers Association
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish BC V0N 3G0
Stein Hoff fredahoff@yahoo.ca 
604-898-4188

Comox Valley Beekeepers Association
5411 Wildwood Road, Courtenay, BC V9J 1P5
Jennifer Dilfer jenn.dilfer@hotmail.com  250-703-2669

Cowichan Beekeepers Association
Box 274 Cobblehill BC V0R 1L0
Don Fowler
pinebug@gmail.com

East Kootenay Beekeepers
4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C 6S9
Lance Cuthill
lcuthill@gmail.com 

250-782-6646

Sunshine Coast Beekeepers Association
2137 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
Sally Burke sally.burke8@gmail.com 
604-886-4863
Terrace Beekeepers Association
4525 Haugland Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1G3
Rudi Peters r.peters@telus.net 
Chilliwack Beekeeping Community
Laura Cameron - Delisle
chilliwackbeekeepers@gmail.com

Stuart Nechako Bee Club
Box 595, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0
Jon Aebischer sweet02@telus.net 

Surrey Beekeepers Association
2071 174th Street, Surrey, BC, V3S 9Z8
Thomas Schmitz
bees@surreybeeclub.ca 
Please contact the Editor
with any changes.

250-615-7404
604-703-0341
250-567-5037

604-785-3403

BC Bee Breeders Member Profiles
In the next few issues we will be profiling BCBBA members;
in this issue we are looking at some breeders from the Islands.

Sol Nowitz,
Jinglepot Apiaries
Thirty five years ago my wife and I joined the great family of Canadian
beekeepers; my wife Dori is originally from Scotland and I'm from
South Africa, where I started beekeeping with two nucs. I could
tell you many stories about working with Apis mellifera scutellata,
sometimes judicious use of the smoker would enable you to even work
without a veil and gloves. However, you always had to be prepared to
don full body armour, so to speak.
Keeping bees professionally on Vancouver Island comes with many
challenges. Conditions for honey production are marginal, but
permit good spring buildup for nucs and packages. Quality queens
can be produced, but are generally only available sometime in May
onwards. The statistics indicate that Vancouver Island consistently has
the highest winter mortality rate in the province. This is not due to
mismanagement by beekeepers, but is a reflection of the challenges of
keeping bees on the island.

Modified deep brood chamber
holding 20 half size frames on top
of a strong standard deep which
provides bees, brood and stores
for mating nucs in photo number 2,
number of half size frames taken per
mating section varies but usually
two with mostly hatching brood if
possible, and two frames of pollen
and honey as well as adhering
bees. One of each works if weather
cooperates.

We do not import queens or
bees for packages and nucs,
and as a result our capability
is predicated on the number
of colonies surviving winter.
If we were to import queens
our sales would at least
double or possibly triple but
I believe in the local product.
The most colonies I ran was
275, up until the massive dieoff catastrophe of 2009; it's
a struggle to get the number
back to 200 when you are
selling packages and nucs
and trying to get a small
honey crop - you can only
divide so much. In fact we
have not had a decent crop of
honey for three years. I take
very few orders for queens
prior to May, and most
queens I produce are sold
locally. They go out one or
two at a time, which reduces
the pressure of trying to fill
larger orders at a very busy
time of the year.
What type of bee genetics/
stock have you used?
I prefer more of a Carniolan
type for coastal conditions,
but our stock has performed
well all over the province.
Over the last number of years

Standard 5 frame deep nuc divided into two.
Note two things: firstly my attire turtleneck,
rugby shirt, sweat top (and a thermal under
the turtleneck) - this is how it has been on
the coast this spring. Also in the background
my electric fence, fairly simple as you see,
wire reasonably slack and only 3 strands but
to date after 32 years have not had a bear
penetrate, of course if your battery or charge
unit fails in between checks it's another story.
we have had access to stock from other Canadian
breeders, and have incorporated what we thought
worthwhile.
What are your breeding selection criteria?
We focus on winter hardiness and rapid spring
build up, honey production and disease resistance.
We have tested queens from other Canadian
breeders, and with regards to varroa tolerance,
I would say there are no queens whose bees can
survive without a good mite control program.
What breeding techniques do you use?
I have tried most of them, but personally I prefer
the swarm box method to start, and powerful,
queenless, one brood chamber finishing colonies.
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In an effort to determine whether a
larvae not grafted produces a superior
queen, I tried some 'old school' methods,
and the Jenter system, but could see
no difference in the quality of queens
compared to grafted queens. What
is important are the external weather
conditions and strength of the starter
and finishing colonies.
I have done instrumental insemination but it takes a tremendous amount
of preparation time at a point of the
season that you have everything from
mite control to property maintenance to
think about.
What kind of mating setup do you
have (type of box used)?
Generally we use a five frame nuc box
divided in two, breadth wise, so it's a
half-size frame.
What is your usual sales market?
We sell our stock mostly on Vancouver
Island, anywhere from 75 to 125 nucs
and 3lb packages, depending on what
has come through the winter.
What does your standard nuc look
like?
Three frames mostly covered with
sealed brood, with a lot of the brood
ready to hatch, and one frame of honey
and pollen. All frames are reasonably
well covered with bees, but there can
be too much of a good thing as far as
bees go if temperatures rise, with all
the sealed brood starting to hatch - it
depends on how long the bees will be
confined.
Stock availability?
Best to book now for next year. Because
of shipping issues all packages and nucs
are picked up in Nanaimo at our home
yard.

For more
information about
the BC Bee Breeders
Association
go to
bcbeekeepers.com
and click on the
BCBBA link
on the homepage.
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Nancy Leonard and Ian Kennard,
Bowen Island Bee Breeders
There are about a
dozen beekeepers on
Bowen Island. We
have the largest operations, both producing
queens and nucs for
sale. Combined, we
have approximately 60
colonies. In past years
we have sustained significant winter losses
and the cost of imported
replacement
hives was high, so we
felt that we needed to
develop a more robust
bee with better winter
survivability.
At the 2014 BCHPA AGM, Dr. Leonard Foster of UBC
announced that they
were looking for breeders to participate in a three year queen rearing project to apply and test their
hygienic behaviour protein marker
research in the field. We jumped at
the chance to become involved with
this project. Winter survivability concerns and associated brood and other
disease threats to honey bees have
also prompted further scientific investigation through the current UBC
Bee’Omics Project.
An isolated breeding location
close to Vancouver was sought for
the project, and we became involved
with other beekeepers on Bowen Island, to limit drone mating to the
selected stock, effectively creating
a closed, isolated mating area. This
project is now entering its third year
in the UBC Program. Each generation of queens produced in this 3 year
project has been selected using protein marker selection, for inclusion
in the next generation of queens and
drones. The project queens display
strong hygienic behaviour as well as
gentleness, good honey production,
VSH and overwintering ability.
Bee genetics/stock used?
Our stock has strong hygienic behaviour as measured by UBC’s Marker
Selected Protein testing. We are also
careful to select for gentleness, good

overwintering ability, and honey production.
Tests to define traits?
Over the 3 year project, UBC has conducted marker selected protein testing
to determine the trait percentage in our
stock.
Do you sell overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs or purchased
queens?
We sell queens, overwintered nucs and in
the future, banked-overwintered queens.
Breeding techniques?
Our bees are line-bred from the best of
tested drone and queen stock contributed
from our bees as well as from project collaborators.
Mating setup?
We use standard nucs and mini-mating
nucs.
Usual sales market?
Local.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a year?
10 to 20 nucs, 100 to 200 queens.
What does your standard nuc look
like?
Our nucs are 5 frames: three brood
frames in all stages of development and
two with food stores.
Stock availability?
Overwintered-banked queens and earlyspring nucs by mid to late April, queens
by mid-June, all dependent on weather.

Mating setup?
We use four frame mating nucs that
have no stationary bottoms; this allows
easy loading. This style of mating nuc
also offers the option to stack them
after all the queens are caught. We will
sometimes use them on top of regular
hives to let the brood hatch, and to be
filled with honey, ready to be used for
queen rearing next year.
Starters/finishers?
Our setup is starters and finishers in
the same hive.
Sales market?
For years we had been selling right
across Canada, but now mostly local.
Never sold to the USA market.

Rodney and Jo Moody,
Rod-Jo Moody Apiaries

Rod started beekeeping in Crawford
Bay in 1951, then moved to Creston,
BC; he has been beekeeping for 65
years.
In 1963 we moved to Parksville
and had bees there, and then moved
to Victoria in 1966. While in Victoria
we set up bee yards all over the south
island. We have run the business
together since the early days and
are both still actively running yard
operations; over the years our five
sons have also helped out.
At one time we had 500 full size
hives and over 800 nucs, and we were
raising queens at that time. In 1996 we
moved to the Cowichan Valley, where
we still had our outyards, and we had
1800 nucs. We started to diversify at
that point, and began doing packages
and queens. We have since scaled back
to 300 hives, and the plans for the
future are to keep going. Other people
have plans and rightfully so, but can
have a big effect on your business such

Rod cutting queen cells.

as quarantines.
Bee genetics/stock used?
We have the northern stock Carniolans,
Caucasians and Italian crosses.
Breeding selection criteria?
Good wintering, good stock for our
climate conditions, good
hygiene, good brood pattern
(but you need to check if
there are missing eggs, you
may have some other bugs
eating the eggs). Also we
select for long fliers. We also
focus on early season drone
production and care.
Tests to define traits?
To test for long fliers sprinkle just a little icing
sugar on their backs when
the honey flow is on, then go
about 2 miles away and see
if they are flying that far. We
also use freeze kill of brood
to test for hygiene.
Do you sell overwintered
queens, queens from split
nucs or purchased queens?
We raise all our queens from
our breeder colonies. We cross
breed by bringing selected
frames of drone brood from
outyards. Because many
other bees are in the area we
believe by flooding our hives
with drones our stock will
hold true to about 80%. Even
with other stock flying we
may get some good traits.

Jo holding a frame of cells.

Cells in a warm box.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
We sell about 80 to 100 packages and
about 500 queens. We don’t sell nucs.
Stock availability?
We try to have some packages and
queens available in April, but most
years they are available in May. The
weatherman has more to say about
that then we do. The weather really
holds us up or frees us. The difference
between animals and insects is that
insects stay in tune with the weather.
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David Macdonald,
Wild Island Honey Bees

In 2008, when I was recovering from
surgery, my wife Susan read a book
about bees to me - I was hooked.
Friend and colleague Kevin Hamilton
was a seasoned beekeeper so I visited
his apiary. After his llama chased me
and spat on me, Kevin handed me a
box of bees, two pages of instructions,
and said, “now you’re a beekeeper.”
By 2010 we had apiaries in North
Vancouver (rooftop beekeeping),
Surrey, and Richmond. I left
firefighting in 2014 to pursue full time
beekeeping and work for the Ministry of
Agriculture as Island Apiary Inspector.
We moved our best six colonies to Salt
Spring Island that year - this was my
big lesson in local adaptation. Going
into winter of 2014 with 13 colonies
we came out with three, and two of
those were struggling. The foundation
of our apiary rebuilding was 90%
local stock, and introduction of other
lines (from elsewhere) with desirable
qualities (eg. pathogen resistance).
Today, depending on the season,
our apiary fluctuates between 40 and
80 colonies.
Bee genetics/stock used?
We were fortunate to start out with stock
from my old friend and mentor, Frank
Stuber, who is based in Abbotsford.
There’s still a strong component of
that DNA in our apiary. Frank’s bees
were always steady, good producers
and good survivors. The remainder
are local bees and a few queens added
each year to help maintain genetic
diversity (eg. hygienic stock from
Quebec, Saskatraz, Russian). The
stock we bring in from outside of
our area does not enter our breeding
program until succeeding generations
have demonstrated adaptation to our
island environment. We also pursue
feral genetics, with our backpack
mating nucs, in the wild places of BC.
Breeding selection criteria?
Early buildup and early shut down,
judicious use of winter stores, bees
that require as little mite intervention
as possible, pathogen resistance,
heavy propolis collection, ability to
repel wasps (i.e. gentleness is not
in our selection criteria) and honey
production.
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Tests to define traits?
We’ve run tests (eg.
hygienic
testing,
drone culling, effects
of
different
mite
treatments on queens)
but they wouldn’t meet
the rigorous standards
of scientific testing.
Do
you
sell
overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs
or purchased queens?
We sell overwintered
nucs, grafted queens
and swarm queens (i.e.
we crowd several proven colonies,
harvest the swarm cells and then mate
the resulting queens).
Breeding techniques?
In the spring, we identify the best
colonies from several different
lineages. Breeder queens are kept on
site and drone mothers (of different
lineage) are moved outside of the
apiary to maximize drone coverage.
We prevent drone production from
colonies of close lineage to the queen
breeder colonies. There are some feral
colonies in our neighbourhood so
we’re also picking up DNA from that
stock.
Mating setup?
We have a wide array of mating nucs.
Also, last summer we developed a
backpack mating nuc with four colony
compartments so we can capture feral
DNA in the mountains. It’s similar to a
Warre box.

Setup for starters/finishers?
We use a Cloake division board for our
grafts. On day 10 we place a minimum
of two queen cells in each mating
nuc. Why two cells? I’ve wondered
about the epigenetic effects of virgin
queens going through the process of
eliminating their competition. If this
step is missed could certain DNA,
that enhance colony vigour, remain
dormant?
Usual sales market?
We sell locally (Vancouver Island
and Gulf Islands). From time to
time someone from the mainland
comes over for a nuc or queens. My
experience of bringing bees from the
mainland to SSI was bad, not sure how
it will be for bees traveling the other
way.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
We sell 12 to 30 nucs per year, depending
on: winter survival, environmental
conditions such as nectar availability,
breeding conditions, quality of stock
and demand.
We produce queens throughout the
season based on demand. We do not
like to ship queens. From time to time
we deliver queens with a traveling
beekeeper. This delivery method
ensures the courier is committed to
gentle handling.
Standard nuc?
We sometimes do specialized orders
(eg. shallow frames, TBH) but our
standard nucs are 5 deep frames
bursting with bees & brood.
Stock availability?
We take orders any time throughout
the year: 2017 - Queens available
but Nucs sold out. 2018 - Payment in
advance will guarantee orders.

30th Anniversary of the BCBBA
Our “clip from the past” in this issue is a couple of items that appeared in an issue of BeesCene from December of
1987 (vol. 3, #4). Along with an announcement that Canada would close its border to bees from the US, this issue
had a note about the first meeting of the BCBBA, as well as a summary of stock production in BC.
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Brenda Jager,
Brenda’s Bees

I was introduced to commercial
beekeeping through my work with
Sol Nowitz, and Liz and Terry
Huxter. Working with these excellent
people I learnt all about the art of
breeding, choosing breeders, testing
scientifically and counting. After
all this experience I did my own
breeding and education project by
raising $15,500 from the BC Honey
Producers, the BC Bee Breeders and a
federal government grant; it was called
the Duncan Assessment Yard (DAY)
Project. The goal of the DAY project
was to test Canadian stock, choose the
best and share the genetics broadly
in the region. I also coordinated the
delivery of 3 advanced breeding
workshops and 6 breeding workshops
in the field.
At about the same time, I took
samples and counted mites for a few
UBC bee projects managed by Leonard
Foster and his team. I was also the Bee
Inspector for Vancouver Island and
Gulf Islands for most of this time. I
still work for the province, however
not in an agricultural position.
Over the years I have collected and
tested some of the choicest bees. At
this time, I have decided to stop testing
new stock and will develop the genetics
I have collected. I have fun playing
in the bees and live on an island that
enables a bit of isolation from import
stocks. I use management, formic acid
and oxalic drips in November to fight
back varroa when necessary. I collect
drop numbers throughout the year to
know which sister queens are fighting
the mites better than other families in
my apiaries.
I put between 80 to 125 colonies
into winter each year, and have done
so for the last 15 of my 22 years of
beekeeping on Gabriola Island.
Bee genetics/stock used?
I have hybrid bees of Russian,
Carniolan, Caucasian, and Italian
stock. Mostly I have darker bees.
Breeding selection criteria?
My selection criteria are in this order:
they’ve survived winter, there are no
diseases present, good spring growth
with lots of honey for a rainy day,
and the colony should never develop
a high load of varroa mites. Bad
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stinging behaviour takes a colony off
the breeder list. I also consider honey
production from the previous year.
Tests to define traits?
In the past, I have used hygienic testing,
and currently all of my colonies have
screened drop boards for mite load
assessments.
Do you sell overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs or purchased
queens?
I sell overwintered queens in nucs
and packages, and individual queens
in May. Then I sell the present year’s
queens, mated on Gabriola, until I run
out of stock - usually in mid-August.
Breeding techniques used?
I choose queen mothers and drone
mothers from my colonies based on
traits, not on breed. I have isolated
mating on Gabriola and I flood the
skies with my drones.
Mating setup?
I have a mix of mini to standard sized
nucs for mating. Mini nucs and quads
do really well, and I have found they
are better for my conditions if they
are based on half of a standard sized
frame.
Setup for starters/finishers?
Early season, I steal frames of hatching
brood and make up huge queenless
units to produce cells. Then I do a

few rounds of package starters with
queenright finishers, and then after
mid-June I use queenright builders.
Usual sales market?
I sell queens by mail, usually within
BC, and the odd sale to Alberta. Nucs
and packages are mostly sold locally
on Vancouver Island.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
As many as possible overwintered
queens – every year is different
depending on weather and pre-orders.
As I only use my own queens for my
nucs and packages, I sell up to 100
units each spring. I then sell as many
new year queens as I can produce from
mini nucs and 4 frame standards.
Standard nuc?
Two frames of brood, two support
frames with stores – no empty comb.
Stock availability?
Starting in May. Nucs and packages in
May, new year queens from June.

Brenda's bees: example of a mother colony.

Frames taken for a nuc.

The finished product.
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Victoria’s
One Stop Honey Bee Shop
Hive Equipment ঌ Frames and Foundation
Extracting Equipment ঌ Protective Clothing
Tools ঌ Queen Rearing Supplies
Medications ঌ Nucleus Colonies

We produce our own woodenware
and offer assembly and wax dipping
of all equipment we produce.

6440 West Saanich Road, Saanichton, B.C.
250-580-2337
Open Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 5pm
www.urbanbeehoney.ca
Providing Vancouver Island with all their
beekeeping needs
— Hive Equipment & Medications —
— Nucs, Packages & Queens —
— Classes —

Can’t make it to our Shop? We Ship!

Okanagan Beekeeping Supplies
2660 Lower Glenrosa Rd West Kelowna BC
1-250-768-7078
www.okanaganbeekeepingsupplies.com
info@okanaganbeekeepingsupplies.com

PROTECT YOUR HIVES
FROM PREDATORS
*Complete Portable ‘N Permanent Electric
Solutions Available
*Plug-in, Battery and Solar Energizers
(Defender, Patriot, Speedrite brands)

*Original Power Probe II Fence Tester
(with directional fault indicator)

*Residential, Ranch, Horse ‘N Wildlife Fencing
*Post Yard on site

FENCE ‘N MORE
10520 Hwy 97D, Logan Lake

(Located between Kamloops and Merritt, BC,
just off the Coquihalla Hwy,
take Exit 336 for
5 kms toward Logan Lake)

Ph: 778-257-9473

Email: info@fencenmore.com
LIKE us on Facebook to stay in the loop!
Website: www.fencenmore.com (coming soon)
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Semi-Annual Business Day Minutes
Friday March 10, 2017 - Kamloops, BC
Call to order from President Kerry Clark
Motion to accept 2016 AGM minutes as amended: Barry
Clark, Seconded: Irene Tiampo, Approved.
Allan Cobbin: point of clarity to strike note re: transition to
new name – we are not changing the name of the association.
Brenda Jager: desire to hold BC Beekeepers name to protect
it
Kerry Clark/Jeff Lee – we have held this name and use on
our website. Name (BC Beekeepers) has been registered with
us.
Business arising from minutes: none.
Executive Reports
President - Kerry Clark
Constitution and bylaws have been renewed.
Executive has been addressing proposals to amend honey
labels, sent letter to Minister of Health.
Also addressing proposals to change honey house standards,
efforts to resolve farm classification issues, pollination
income qualifying as farm product.
First Vice President - Jeff Lee
Richmond AGM a good success. Really good attendance and
a decent financial result.
Goal is to always bring in speakers with good beekeeping
background and as well science. Recent event in Galveston
gathered huge amounts of information and report will be in
BeesCene.
Exceeded expectations with numbers for this speaker
event for Semi-Annual. This year focuses on two things,
sustainability and food safety/security.
Second Vice President - Rudi Peters
Last year began teaching in Whitehorse and at their request
going up again in May. Have been asked to add module for
pollination related to Haskap berries.
Treasurer - Irene Tiampo
Presented 7 month synopsis of financial status.
At approx 500 members this year (as of March). Last year
over 100 new members via the certified instructors course.
DOLI insurance paid.
Majority of registrations for Semi are from Paypal meaning
bank service charges up so far.
Boone Hodgson: $672.50 in donations so far this year. Cards
(George Wilkinson paintings) $636.95 in revenue. $125 more
just in. Paul Stamets contribution $2894. Will get final total
of BHW funds for report.
Motion to Approve report: Irene, Second: Stan Reist,
Approved.
Money back to branches not out yet but will come shortly.
If not registered for 2017 by end of March you will be off the
mailing list.
Secretary - Christina Rozema No report

Canadian Honey Council - Stan Reist
CHC – last October visited the Monsanto location in US.
They are investigating DNA, RNA responses to target
varroa. Eye-opening visit.
Social license: the trust that what a company is doing is
being done right. What the public wants to see and Monsanto
is being forthright.
Centre for Organization of Agriculture meeting on Crisis
Management in industry: be prepared for information getting
out via social media. Be prepared for media and answering
the hard questions. Where does our industry/our organization
fit with this. Need to have a strategy for this and the
answering of the tough questions.
Galveston: Annual General Meeting for CHC. Motion in
Galveston to open borders was defeated. Beekeepers with
425,000 hives in AB and SK voted to open borders and rest
of the provinces voted against.
Apimondia: Do not have a CPO (conference organizer) in
place yet. Should be in place soon – sitting in limbo. Hard
to get sponsorships in place when cannot announce the
conference.
Bee Health roundtable in Ottawa will be continuing. Number
of reports issued. Steve Pernal’s baseline data (national bee
health survey) of what we have in Canada, except SK is
not participating in the studies. This is to get baseline data/
disease profiles for Canada. National Bee Diagnostic work
currently underway. SK says that the study is flawed. They

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.

Honey
Equipment
Bees

✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders
(Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com

Lamb Acres
Electric Fencing
Ab, Eva and Wyatt Gorrill

Box 100
Bulyea, Saskatchewan
SOG 0L0

Phone: 306-725-4820
Fax: 306-725-3193
www.lambacres.ca

BUZZIN’ AROUND SINCE 1884
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originally objected; their view that the science flawed, and
privacy.
Canadian Federation of Agriculture: we are connected via
the BC Ag Council and CHC. Front of package labeling was
discussed. CHC has prepared a briefing against the changes.
The issue is adding “sugar” on the front of the honey label.
Also an issue for maple syrup industry. Under the regulation
honey falls in the “added sugar” category meaning added to
caloric intake and not “added” to the bottle.
Country of origin is also a discussion on labeling. Canada
No.1 will now have to be a Canadian product but waiting for
Gazette information. If blended, will be No.1 but not Canada.
Until gazetting we don’t have the final wording. Possibly that
the percentage of volume in blended will have to be labeled.
Likely that main source will be labeled and not the others.
This will be addressed tomorrow at the education day.
Statement from Dominic Barton: “in the next 40 years we
are going to have to produce significantly more food” World
demand on food increasing, Canada can play a significant
role in producing more.
2.18 million people in agriculture in Canada. $108M in ag
food system money generated. Canadians found to spend 3rd
lowest in world on food budget.
Question: how are small beekeepers being taken into account
in the labeling conversation? (Ian Farber)
Basically, small producers do not end up in the export
markets. BC honey industry is almost at point where
everything produced internally is consumed internally.
Unless you are federally inspected, cannot use the Canada
No. 1 label. We resort to local food inspection label.
Advise as CHC rep to sideliners on reordering labels: Should
we proceed or wait?
Answer: There will be several years between passing the act
and implementing the requirements and transition.
No.1 grade only refers to the level of moisture of the honey.
Under 18% moisture. But do not have to use it.
Judy Campbell: we will gain public confidence by using
labeling?
Late question from Ted Hancock on withdrawal of a BCHPA
resolution at the CHC AGM - this resolution was withdrawn
because it was not drafted properly. It will be re-drafted and
submitted again.
Nuclear Magnetic resonance is being used to detect
adulterated honey. Up to 80% of honey imported is
adulterated. Adopted by the EU and adulterated amounts
stopped. UK did not adopt and adulteration is continuing.
Resolution at CHC for Canada to adopt NMR – CHC has
petitioned CFIA to do this. Canada is on the watch list for
adulterated honey.
Regional Rep and Program Reports
Peace Region - Kerry Clark
Heat from last year’s spring brought significant fires. Last
year was good otherwise for bees. Hundreds of colonies
died in September in the Peace for unknown reasons. Within
10 days the adult bees in the colony disappeared. Is this
a thing now in Canada? These colonies had no exposure
to pesticides or transport issues which they do have in the
States. Over the past 6 months has been enquiring and there
are others experiencing this.
Prince George - Barry Clark
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Not much other than in the last BeesCene. 143 days of
cluster as of a few days ago. Long term weather forecast
doesn’t show days for cluster to break, beekeepers are
concerned. Still nighttime temps of -20. Club has elected two
new presidents – shared position. Blake Goddart and Sandra
Ramsey.
Kamloops - David Masurat/Amber Michaud
Club has seen some heavy losses between December and
now. Almost 50% new beekeepers in the club.
Cariboo - Ann Carter
Variation in temperature and elevations in area. Regularly
cold weather but some warmer days. 75 members approx.
When people buy nucs they are signed up as members. Lots
of beginners. 60+ nucs already ordered.
Terrace - Rudi Peters
Winter was weird. Not a lot of snow but lots of arctic
outflows (7 weeks non-stop). Winds strong enough to have to
tie down lids. Bee course is running and now likely enough
people for club in Terrace. Smithers has a club. Mentorship
program under development. Discussing communal selfinspection and communal treatment for varroa.
North Vancouver Island - Gerry Rozema
A few clubs in north island area: Comox first meeting 40+
members. Nanaimo has not met this year yet. Quadra, Cortes,
Denman, Hornby seem to be starting up small clubs. Winter
on the island was real. Normal for start up in February but
lots of snow this year. Don’t know how the bees are doing
- looked good in February but stories of losses since then
coming in. Last year some reports of empty hives.
Lower Mainland - Jeff Lee
Very cold and not used to this weather in our management
styles. Reports of higher losses than expected. Some are
having lower losses than expected. Growth in small scale
beekeeping (1-5 hives) and memberships. Growing branch in
Burnaby. Certified Beekeeper education courses a source of
new members and beekeepers. Still struggling with the issue
of “varroa bombs” - untreated hives infecting other apiaries.
East Kootenays - Lance Cuthill
Cranbook inundated with snow. Skunks are out looking for
food and have seen evidence of them digging down to the
hives looking for food.
North Okanagan - Rick Plantinga
Harsh winter, few flying days. Involvement with UBCO
doing public interest things. Pollinator pasture set up. Nectar
trails set up. Hundreds of backyard beekeepers without
education etc.
West Kootenays - Axel Krause
Still cold, several weeks of winter left. Likely populations
are lower. Club in transition – regional rep has now moved
and looking for new one. 20+ new beeks in course. In
Creston, have had another course and they now have a
facebook group.
Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Fund - Brenda Jager/John Boone

Money is spent via soliciting proposals for university level
research projects.
Fund is extremely important for researchers, can leverage
into bigger funds. $85,000 in term deposits. Interest is spent
from these funds.
Top priority is to spend in BC but will go further afield if
necessary. BC Bee Breeders is meeting after the semi-annual.
Archives: SFU hold our archives. Material was submitted
this year for intake. 2018 will be next intake year. Recent
submission has a lot from bee breeders.
If you are interested you can find out what is held in the
BCHPA archive at SFU archives online for catalogue of
items. http://atom.archives.sfu.ca
Looking for someone who is interested in being link to SFU.
Packages of teaching cards sales have been brisk. Available
from Irene Tiampo.
Certified Instructor Course - Lance Cuthill, Ian Farber, Axel
Krause
Beekeeping Instructor’s certificates presented to 11
participants today. Now over 50 certified beekeeping
instructors.
Not nearly the same enthusiasm in other places for the
amount of education provided by BC.
BC Agriculture concerned over volume of people getting into
beekeeping without any education.
Provincial Apiculturist Report - Paul van Westendorp
Offering online courses/webinars on beekeeping free of
charge. Most recent course had over 520 participants.
Teaches basics to help people survive first two years.
Issues: Varroa Mites, SHB 2015-2017, Zombie bees, Annual
Survey, Antimicrobials, Bayvarol (flumethrin), forage for
wild pollinators
Narrow range of tolerance in managing mites 3-5% - 3% is
when you start treating, 5% is where economically unviable.
Varroa is exceptional in passing along viruses. Check once a
month starting Feb/Mar.
Use one detection method per season
Record mite count - data record shows population trends,
decision to treat based on facts.
This is part of integrated pest management.
SHB – not a parasite of bees but uses warm housing bees
provide. Best fight against it is strong colonies. Was limited
to Fraser Valley in 2015, no evidence of them in 2016. Will
be surveyed again in 2017.
Zombie Bees - lots of attention late summer of 2016. Natural
parasite of bumblebees. Not a threat to honey bees in
general.
Production year 2016 – 29% of beekeepers reporting.
Average honey production - Province: below average.
Vancouver Island: far below average. Northwest: above
average. Results can be found on gov’t apiculture website:
ww2.gov.bc.ca/apiculture. Larger operators less likely
to share information on survey. Information is used to
promote the industry in the province. Our industry is underrepresented because of low participation in this survey.
Lack of effective communication between province and
beekeepers, shown in response rate.
Antimicrobials – will be future where only available through
prescription from a vet. Will be a grace period once passed
into law.

Bayverol (Flumethrin) related to Apistan (fluvalinate). Has
been approved in Europe for years. Higher risk of cross
resistance.
Bee forage project – highlighted by wish to have hives on
legislature grounds – was pointed out that there was nothing
for bees to eat. Change taking place in landscaping around
the buildings and highlighted issues of bee forage. See gov’t
website and search: food for bees. Project to have land
managers start thinking about bee forage in large projects.
Old Business
Kelowna AGM 2017 - Jeff Lee/Dan Mawson
Super Early Bird rate is $199 – Coast Capri Hotel.
CHC and CAPA will also have AGMs there.
Registration is now open on beebetterkelowna.ca website.
Saturday will be education speakers, Sunday will be
workshops - likely including a practical disease identification
component. Workshops will be beginner/intermediate and
advanced.
2018 Semi-Annual - Jeff Lee/Ian Farber
We are running into space issues at the current venue.
Kamloops has multiple competing events that take up hotel
capacity.
2018 Pacific Agriculture Show - Jeff Lee
Did not do the show this year but want to do it in 2018
(January). Wanting to do a better job of educating other
farmers/growers to protect our bees.
BeesCene - Heather Sosnowski
Getting more regular contributors.
Magazine is stronger when people comment/suggest/
contribute. A bit of cost increase (5% printer and some for
Canada Post). A few new advertisers have offset this.
Website - Dan Mawson
Hoping website is go-to place to find time-sensitive
information.
Classified ads now online as well.
Registrations – over 150 semi-annual registrations came in
online.
Membership and insurance purchases online.
Requests: feedback, photo gallery submissions
List of Life Members – please check to ensure completeness
– let Dan know if mistakes or if incomplete.
There is an archive page on website with direct link to SFU.
New Safe Food for Canadians Act - Rudi Peters
Honey House and Inspections - days of not being subject to
health authorities or inspection are long gone.
Presentation on BCHPA website.
New Safe Food for Canadians Act - Ted Hancock
BC CDC has pamphlet on selling at Farmer’s Markets – lists
low risk products.
Check local requirements for things such as health
inspections and/or business license. They will be different
in every place – incumbent on seller to check local
requirements. May also be driven by the market managers.
All labeling information must be accurate, truthful, and not
misleading.
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2017 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association

Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.
New

❏

Renewal

❏

Please check here if renewing with an address change

❏

Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________
Phone (

Province ___________

) _____________________

Email ___________________________

$5 Million
Coverage
for only $75 year!

Beekeepers understand that there’s
strength in numbers. Our Group
Liability Insurance Policy is the best value
you’ll find. If you’re worried about stings, or
bee smokers, or other related beekeeping risks
– this is for you.
Note: coverage runs January 1, 2017 to
December 31, 2017. Effective date of
coverage is based on date application
and payment is received at the
BCHPA office. Insurer will
issue certificates in due
course.

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
Association or BCHPA:

BCHPA, Treasurer,
P.O. Box 5594,
Victoria, B.C. V8R 6S4

New Memberships and Renewals
can also be done online at
www.bcbeekeepers.com
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Postal Code _______________________
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Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.

BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES
0 to 25 Hives
$40
26 to 50 Hives
$50
51 to 150 Hives
$60
151 to 300 Hives
$70
301 to 500 Hives
$120
501 to 1000 Hives
$130
Over 1000 Hives
$200

* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE
** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement

# of Hives _________

Includes
BeesCene & Hivelights

ADD ON $75

ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research
ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)
**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included
with Your BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

$50 CAD
TOTAL $

Thank You for Supporting
Beekeeping in BC!

Consent in 2012 and not in law yet. Will replace 13 other
acts for food safety.
Key Elements (for people selling across provincial lines)
- License
- Traceability
- Preventative control plan
CFIA has list of products approved for use in food
production facilities.
BC On Farm Food Safety and Traceability Program
a. Assessments and Work Plan
b. Training and Skills Development
c. Traceability Implementation projects
d. First time Third Party HACCP based Audit
PostFarm Food Safety Program – might apply to Beekeepers.

and Eastern US have long been found to have subsequent
health problems, often exhibiting as European Foulbrood.
Suggestions/evidence of nutritional deficiencies in the pollen
of blueberries but in the past few years anecdotal, worsening
situation. The cultivation of blueberries has become more
intense with more use of fungicides. Fungicides have started
to be identified as problematic to bees.
Can research be in collaboration with BC Blueberry
Council?
Motion: The BCHPA Executive seek to work with the BC
Blueberry Council to study fungicides and neonicotinoids
in surface water which might adversely affect bee health.
Moved by Mike Campbell, Seconded by Axel Krause,
Motion Carried.

Honey Marketing/Labeling/Signage Committee - Judy
Campbell
Marketing: The product - BC Beekeepers, Pollination,
Honey.
Looking for feedback on presented possible options, tag
lines, logos etc.
Survey will be distributed to membership to gain more
information.
Members could sign up for program, be listed on BCHPA
website.
Looking for funding supports from either Growing Forward
2 or through IAF.
Solely a branding program to brand BC Honey.
Proposed Program Criteria:
a. Membership fee would be required annually to build a
fund to replace or buy signage
b. Paid up BCHPA member
c. Honey must be from BC forage
d. Honey must be produced by the member beekeeper
e. Signed attestation form the re-signed yearly
f. Signage can be used at farm gate, farmers markets, etc.
g. Members listed on website
h. Stickers with logos and branding name would be available
by the roll for members to purchase
Review having a two level approach for larger scale and
smaller scale producers.

Strategic Plan: Refining our priorities - Chris Rozema
Dotmocracy exercise conducted. Top votes will be presented
to the BCHPA Executive for creation of a draft strategic
plan. This plan will be presented for Membership review/
comment/approval.

Farm Assessments and Pollination services - Kerry Clark
Currently, income from pollination does not qualify as
income towards eligibility for Farm Status. Honey and
other bee products (stock etc.) does qualify. Services are
disqualified as agricultural products. How big an issue is this
for membership? Should the association spend a lot of time
on this issue? Should we pursue this?
Two different questions:
1. Income from pollination as farming allowable for farm
status.
2. Land classification for apiary when used for forage.
Motion: That the BCHPA Executive continue to lobby the
provincial government to recognize pollination services as
on-farm income for purposes of qualifying income toward
farm income.
Moved by Mike Campbell, Seconded by Rick Plantinga,
Motion Carried.
Hive Health and Blueberry Pollination
Background: bees in pollination of blueberrries both in BC

Membership motions and wrap up
To resolve issues with the motion to the CHC.
Motion: Be it resolved that the CHC oppose the sale and use
of glyphosate resistant alfalfa in Canada and the CHC and
the CFA lobby the Canadian government to stop the use of
this product.
Moved by Ted Hancock, Seconded by Stan Reist, Motion is
Carried.
Meeting adjourned at 4:03. ❀

A Bee’s Best
Defense
AgAinst the
VArroA Mite
Apistan® anti-varroa mite strips are
an essential part of any varroa mite
control program.
• The convenience of no-mess strips.
• Easy-to-follow application.
• Fluvalinate, the active ingredient
in Apistan® is released at a
constant, controlled rate, targeting
varroa as they emerge from
brood cells.
• Tough on mites. Gentle on bees.
• Won’t leave a residue in honey.
• Economical, Health Canada
approved varroa miticide.
For additional information, contact your favourite
bee supplies company or call 1-800-688-7378.
Always read and follow label directions.

Apistan and Apistan with design are registered trademarks of Wellmark International.
©2002, 2009, 2012 Wellmark International.
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Regional Reports
East Kootenays
~ Lance Cuthill
Spring has “sort of” arrived here in the
East Kootenays. A long hard winter
with several days of - 36°C has put
our bees into the 65% survival group,
with mixed winter losses from other
beekeepers being in the 50 to 90%
range. We checked our outyards in
early March, but had to hike in on
snowshoes. This was the only time I can remember bending
down to lift the lids off - because of all the snow. I sure wished
we’d brought the colonies into the home yard last fall. It’s
April, and we still have unmelted snowbanks on our lawn.
Two BCHPA beginner beekeeping classes were taught in
our area, one in Cranbrook (Lance Cuthill) and the other in
Creston (Doug Crumback). We now have 24 new beekeepers
receiving their certificates, and all are very keen to attend field
days and work with live honey bees. Bobby and I have been
asked to put on a school presentation to Grade 5 and 6 students
who have just completed their science unit on pollination. It’s
always fun to work with this age group.
With over 200 queens arriving by air into Cranbrook in
mid-April, Kootenay beekeepers are desperately hoping for
warmer weather to make up nucs. While some are planning
on selling nucs, others are making divisions in order recover
winter losses.
A final note: even with all the snow on the ground this
spring we’ve had skunks prowling around our bee yards,
we’ve seen the stinkers and their tracks. They must be as
hungry as our bees.
West Kootenays
~ Gavin Firkser
My name is Gavin Firkser, and
I recently became the regional
representative for the West Kootenays.
2017 will be my third year beekeeping
in the Nelson region, and I have
experienced some mighty highs and
terrifying lows. I have been fortunate
to become properly acquainted with
the concepts as well as strategies of hive management through
fellow club member Nette Lack, and our club President, Axel
Krause. It’s thanks to the great local mentors and instructors
that I can say I’ve gained a great deal of knowledge!
My initial interest in beekeeping was sparked while living in
Wanaka, New Zealand, when a beekeeper there introduced me
to a hive. The Manuka Trees were in full bloom everywhere!
From there it was a matter of settling down and finding a place
to raise some bees, and the West Kootenays it is.
So why do I keep bees? Well, for the honey! Initially
that was my goal. I wanted the satisfaction of harvesting
my own honey, but since then my goals have been directed
towards projects such as queen rearing and Bee Friendly City
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activities, as well as producing some honey, because that is
still the dream. With the popularity of beekeeping rising year
by year, it is important to educate others on good beekeeping
practices, as well as accommodating those who require
accessible beekeeping environments. Creating a Bee Friendly
City is crucial to supporting the forward movement of urban
beekeeping.
In the West Kootenays, we’ve had a mild winter overall
with a cold start. Temperature fluctuations brought on extreme
levels of snow and rain, which have caused an excess amount
of hive mold. Folks here have been experiencing over 50%
hive loss this spring, many being a result of unstable colonies
going into winter, but unpredictable weather and moisture
buildup played a role as well. No reports of disease or total
colony collapse have surfaced.
On a buzzier note, with temperatures reaching the highteens as of late April, the bees are out! The pussy willows and
hazelnuts have finally finished budding, and are once again
fueling our early pollen forage. With a forecast of solid rain in
the foreseeable future, I can only assume out nectar flow will
be early this year.
Until next time I am looking forward to further representing
the West Kootenays, as well as networking with other members
of the beekeeping community.
Prince George
~ Barry Clark
Spring is finally here, although as of
mid-April it’s been cool and into the
minus temperatures every night at
my place just north of PG. We hit a
balmy +15°C for an hour one day in
early April; it also rained, snowed and
hailed on the same day. The bees have
been bringing in pollen since about the
beginning of April. It’s a good sign once the pussy willows
have started.
So far I’ve heard mixed reviews on winter survival here,
and not everyone has taken a good look at their colonies.
Starvation will be a factor. The forecast as I write this is for
double digits and sun, and then we will know better how the
bees have come through winter. Those who have been keeping
bees in our area for awhile understand that a live colony on
April 1st doesn’t mean a live colony on May 1st. We lose
more in early spring than over the winter, due to the large
temperature swings from daytime highs of 10 to 15°C and
nighttime lows of 0 to -10°C.
The Prince George Branch had a booth at Seedy Saturday
which was well attended by the public. A Big Thank You to
the volunteers who set up and ran the booth. Our club will
also set up an information table for Day of the Honey Bee at
the farmers' market in May, and the BC Northern Exhibition
in August.
A bunch of us attended the semi-annual in Kamloops
and had a great time. The education day was outstanding.
Information overload for sure, but what a day with something

for everyone. We talked about it all the way home.
On April 24th the club will be hosting provincial apiculturist
Paul van Westendorp and Diane Dunaway, our local bee
inspector, as our guest speakers. The meeting will take place
at CNC starting at 7:00pm in room 1-308.
There were 2 Introduction to Beekeeping courses held
in Prince George during March, with field days to follow
later in April when we get warmer weather. There has been
an enthusiastic response from Baldy Hughes Therapeutic
Community to continue with their apiary and beekeeping
program.
Many beekeepers in the area are very happy that a farm
supply store, Northern Acreage Supply, is now selling apiary
equipment in Prince George. Check out their ad in this issue
of the BeesCene. Nucs and packages are all ordered and
beekeepers are anxiously awaiting their arrival (packages on
April 27th and nucs in May). Who knows what the summer
will bring? Until next time…feed your bees!
Thompson-Nicola
~ Amber Michaud
The semi-annual sold out this year,
perhaps due to the amazing guest
speaker, Michael Palmer, who has
kept bees since the 70’s. Or perhaps
it was due to the rise in popularity of
beekeeping. The business day covered
a variety of topics including reports
from the Canadian Honey Council
rep, information on mites, Small Hive Beetle, zombie bees,
and requirements for honey package labeling and food safe
practices for honey handling. The popularity of beekeeping
has spread to our province’s capital with hives destined for
the legislative lands.
Most beekeepers are wondering what impact this prolonged
cold winter had on bee colonies. Colony loss averaged 22%
on the 498 hives that reported. This is more than double last
year, and up 6% from 2015. Twelve beekeepers experienced
zero loss in 58 colonies (average of 3 hives). Starvation was
given as the reason, although the prolonged cold likely played
a part by preventing clusters from moving to areas in the hive
with stored honey.
Of the 498 colonies, 376 overwintered unwrapped/
uninsulated, with 124 being wrapped or insulated. Loss of
unwrapped colonies was only 1% higher than the average,
whereas the loss of wrapped or insulated colonies was 3.5%
less than the average.
Bees are collecting pollen as of mid-April; some beekeepers
are feeding pollen supplements to boost brood production,
while other beekeepers prefer a slower brood production to
avoid potential swarming. Fondant or ambrosia is being fed to
“light” hives (often assessed by their low weight). The colder
spring has slowed brood production and no swarms have yet
been reported.
Ian Farber held two beginner classes this spring and
partnered with Diane Dunaway for an intermediate class
(25 people attended each class!). Eleven new instructors
were certified this spring, bringing the number of certified
instructors up to 51.
The first field day of the season was held at Ingrid Healey’s
yard on April 8th and focused on spring hive management.

Turnout was good at 75-80 people. The next field day will be
held on May 6th at Joe and Marg Lomond’s.
Cariboo
~ Ann Carter
Spring is arriving slowly in the
Cariboo, with temperatures 5°C below
average for the end of March and
beginning of April. A blizzard on April
8th forced me to defer writing this
article for the ‘summer’ BeesCene,
as the language would not have been
acceptable!
An unofficial poll of Cariboo beekeepers suggests at least
80% overwintering survival after a long cold winter. The
message of honey harvesting by mid-August and subsequent
mite management seems to be gaining traction with resulting
improved overwintering success.
Williams Lake (elevation 600m) saw bees gathering pollen
as of late March, not far off the average date. Hopefully
dandelions will not be delayed by the current cold weather.
The Central Cariboo Beekeepers' Club is gearing up
for spring with one beginner course already competed
and a second one being offered in late April. With many
new beekeepers needing bees and established beekeepers
expanding or replacing losses, the club nuc order is up to
70 nucs! Almost half are being supplied from the Cariboo.
Queens are coming from our usual North Okanagan suppliers,
but some queen rearing is beginning locally and limited stock
will be available.
The Day of the Honey Bee will be celebrated early in
Williams Lake, at our local Seedy Saturday on May 6th.
The two events are complimentary and attract a much larger
attendance then a solo beekeeping event. A beautiful folk art
observation hive by longtime local beekeeper Otto Slavik is
being restored for everyone’s enjoyment!
Paul Van Westendorp is kindly joining the CCB for our
first field day of the year on May 7th. We look forward to his
visit and the opportunity for both education and socializing.
Our goal is to support our membership with three field days
this season.
Metro Vancouver
~ Allen Garr
There was a somber interlude during
the April meeting of the Richmond
Beekeepers’
Association,
when
president Fiona Gold asked the several
dozen people present to form small
groups and spend 15 minutes or so to
discuss winter losses.
This past winter had been a brutal
one in the Lower Mainland, starting with a wet and cool
November which led to a series of heavy snowfalls. Spring
has been more cold and rain than sunshine.
I was reminded that last year, by the first week of April,
beekeepers were chasing swarms and blueberry farmers were
on their phones wondering where the bees were to pollinate
crops that were already 10 percent in bloom. In the city, honey
supers were filling first with maple and then chestnut nectar,
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association

Armstrong Apiaries
James Macdonald
Armstrong
250-308-8219
jamesmacdonald@telus.net
QN

Ashcroft Honey
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
Savona
250-373-2540 250-457-7193
marglomond@gmail.com
Q N, bee supplies
BBBees
Barry Beadman
Oliver
250-498-3153
barryanddiane@telus.net
QN
Bear Creek Honey
Marty & Rita van Herk
Chilliwack
604-845-1807
vanherk@telus.net
QN

Black Horse Apiary
Wendi Gilson
Saltspring Island
wendigilson@yahoo.ca
250-882-2852
QN
Brenda's Bees
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
250-755-5834
bzbees@telus.net
QNP

Campbell's Gold Honey Farm
and Meadery
Mike and Judy Campbell
Abbotsford
jwcampbell@campbellsgold.com
604-856-2125
QNP
Clifford Honey Farm
Steve Clifford
Halfmoon Bay
306-862-1384
Cliffordsteve5@gmail.com
QNC
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Flying Dutchman
Stan and Cheryl Reist
Nanaimo
flydutch@telus.net
250-390-2313
QNP

Heather Higo
Langley
heather.higo@gmail.com
604-532-6904
QN

Honey Bee Zen Apiaries
Jeff Lee
New Westminister
604-777-5430
info@honeybeezen.com
QN

Ian Bissonnette
Telkwa
250-877-3495
hometownhifi@yahoo.com
C
Ian Kennard
Bowen Island
604-947-9518
icken@shaw.ca
QN

Jinglepot Apiaries
Sol Nowitz
Nanaimo
250-753-9619
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
QNP
Kettle Valley Queens
Elizabeth Huxter
Grand Forks
lizandterry@gmail.com
250-442-5204
N

Rod Jo Moody Apiaries
Rodney & Jo Moody
Cowichan Bay
rodjo@telus.net
250-743-1939
Q

Silver Star Apiaries
Richard Springborn
Vernon
rlspringborn@gmail.com
250-379-2567
N
• B = Bulk Bees
• Q = Queens
• P = Packages

Similkameen Apiaries
Blair and Cheryl Tarves
2098 Ritchie Dr.
Cawston
250-499-2555
blairtarves@gmail.com
QN

Six Legs Good Apiaries
Deborah Tin Tun
& Liam Brownrigg
Vancouver
604-817-2349
6legsgood@gmail.com
QN

Skeena Valley Apiaries
Rudi Peters
Terrace
250-615-7404
r.peters@telus.net
QN
Sunnyside Apiary
Nancy Leonard
Bowen Island
nancyhasbees@gmail.com
604-947-2240
N
Sweet Nechako Honey
Jon & Susan Aebischer
Vanderhoof
250-567-5037
sweet02@telus.net
QN

Van Isle Apiaries & Bee Products
Grant Stringer
Saanichton
250-652-9834
vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNB
Weavers Bee Co.
Kim Weaver
weaversbeeco@outlook.com
Invermere
250-341-1402
QN
Wild Island Honey Bees
David Macdonald
Salt Spring Island
250-653-9999
dmacdonad@telus.net
Q N Colonies

• C = Queen Cells
• N = Nucs
• S = Shook Swarm

and beekeepers doing pollination were doing splits with ease.
Quite a different story this year. Paul van Westendorp will
be doing a more formal survey of winter losses across the
province in May, but in this corner or the world losses based
on anecdotal reports in the Richmond club meeting ranged
from a low of 25% up to total wipe outs. 60 and 80% losses
were not uncommonly reported as people moved on to puzzle
out just what happened.
There was the cold of course, and a much longer winter
than usual, so some of the losses were due to starvation, either
because the bees ran through stores earlier or didn’t have that
usual sunny warm day when they could break their clusters
and get to the outer edges of the hives for food. There were
some discussions about how to put sugar cakes on top of the
frames without cracking the hives open, and just how people
packed together and insulated their overwintering nucs.
Some beekeepers said they suspected nosema; others tested
and found that to be the case, even though they treated with
fumidil in the fall. All in all, the discussion was worth having,
if for no other reason than to share some tips and realize that
many of us were in the same boat. Misery loves company!
Nucs and packages are in high demand. Queens from
Hawaii and New Zealand are selling for $41 to $45. There
was some concern about packages from New Zealand that
appeared to have dysentery. Much of it cleared up but it was
apparently traced back to the nectar the bees were feeding on
before they were packaged and shipped off.
As for now, beekeepers with pollination contracts are
scrambling to find enough hives to cover their commitments
and the crops look like they are three or four weeks behind
where they were last year. Meanwhile the cool rainy days
persist. Hives and nucs that did overwinter are building very
slowly, and we have to wonder whether this is the new normal
in the time of climate change.
Sunshine Coast
~ Al Cobbin
As with most of the province, we
have been deluged with rain, rain
and yet more rain. This has been
accompanied with colder than usual
temperatures and cold winds. Despite
this, our Club has been busy with our
spring activities.
Our April meeting had 32 members
present (including 6 newcomers). 7 of
our 8 colonies at the Botanical Garden site came through the
winter in fine style and it was agreed that we would make up
nucs and offer them first to members who faithfully assisted
with the hives throughout the year. Packages arrived in early
March. As always, we recognize that our own local queens are
excellent (as are those produced throughout the province) but
are not generally available until later in the spring. A summary
of our winter losses was higher than usual with a 35% loss
being tabulated. Some reasons given were starvation, poor
queens and weak colonies.
A local realtor, John McKenzie, generously donated $500
to our club which has enabled us to purchase insurance for our
Bot. Soc. colonies the coming year.
Once again we will be celebrating Day of the Honey Bee;
Saturday May 27th is the most suitable date and hopefully

we will once again have a suitable tent and table at Sechelt’s
Farmers' Market. This will be our fifth year in celebrating this
event and hopefully the weather will allow us to set up our
observation hive.
Paul van Westendorp was the guest speaker at our April
meeting and his low key presentation was appreciated by all.
Paul answered questions from members as he spoke and it was
noted that he spoke for almost 90 minutes without referring to
any notes (which either speaks to his loquaciousness or his
knowledge!) In that period he discussed some of the following
topics: The value and benefits of being a BCHPA Member
(BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications, low cost
insurance coverage, information sharing, etc.); provincial
mortality rates for 2016 and the proper method of preparing
and sending samples to be tested to his office (no charge for
this service).
He also discussed varroa control methods, both chemical
and non-chemical (these were detailed in Diane Dunaway’s
Meaningful Mite Monitoring article in BeesCene’s Summer
2016 edition), and Small Hive Beetle status in BC. Paul
concluded his talk by noting that the use of Iotron is “fantastic”
and should be considered by all beekeeping organizations.
I’ll conclude my report with the usual adage, this one is
from George Will and is certainly applicable to all beekeepers:
“The nicest part about being a pessimist is that you are
constantly being either proven right or pleasantly surprised!!”
That’s it for now from the sometimes sunny Sunshine
Coast.
Peace Region
~ Kerry Clark
Spring is a season when differences
from normal seem to be most
noticeable to beekeepers: a bit more
sun and we rejoice, a bit more cold
and some of us lament. Really though,
every year is a mix of favourable and
challenging weather.
2017 in mid-April might seem
dreadful, with a week of snow at
Easter when bees might otherwise be collecting pollen (the
willows are ready, if only we had some warm days). The 7
months (200 days) of freezing temperatures of this past winter
seem much worse when compared to 2016, but in the long
term it’s not so bad, and with all the daylight at this time of
year, you’d think it would get warm by May.
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March. Almost everyone I talk to has been feeding, feeding,
feeding to help the bees along until spring arrives. With
the weather being so dreary, it has been a real struggle for
overwintered colonies until now. As I write this report on
Easter weekend, the dandelions are just starting to pop up,
and cherry blossoms have been in bloom for about a week.
I’m just happy spring has finally sprung even if it is three to
four weeks behind schedule!
North Vancouver Island
~ Gerry Rozema

First field day of the year with Kerry as instructor.
Here in the Peace we’ve had a few warm breaks through
winter, but it’s hard to know what the ultimate effect on bee
colonies will be: active flight in mid-February? Beekeepers
with hives outside have had a chance to open and rearrange
food frames for better access by colonies that broke cluster
for a few days.
There has even been enough warm dry weather to clean
bottom boards and check viability. I’ve been surprised
by how little food some colonies used; they could have
survived in a single. Other reports I’ve heard, especially from
beekeepers uncertain of the importance of preparing colonies
in September, add to the colony mortality list: failing queens,
starvation, small clusters and disturbance by little mammals
all took their toll.
Indoor wintering has been less favourable: a couple of
warm days may be good for outdoor colonies, but may cause
indoor bees to come out of their hive but return to another,
yielding more uneven clusters. Colony survival was OK up
to April, but small clusters that might have survived probably
will not, and losses could be up to 50%.
Nuc suppliers are close to or are fully committed from the
increased interest in beginning beekeeping. I did a first field
day for beekeeping course graduates on Apr 29th: all went
well, with loads of willow pollen coming in. Conditions are
about 3 weeks behind those 2016, but May will be better.
On a final note, Fort St. John council passed a bylaw
allowing beekeeping in town. Best wishes to you all!

Spring on the North Island seems
to finally be here. Most of the talk at
meetings with beekeepers this year has
been focused on the long cold winter,
followed by a very late spring. During
these conversations however, a long
time Island beekeeper commented not
about how late this year is, but how
this year is ‘just like the old days’ back in the 80’s and 90’s,
keeping bees on Vancouver Island. This got me thinking, and
looking back at records.
We are now coming into our 5th summer in Campbell
River, and didn’t get serious about keeping records until early
in 2014. Prompted by a very cold snap in early February, I
got some equipment set up to keep track of the temperatures
here on our property, a simple temperature probe that has its
reading logged into a database every 5 minutes. This system
has been running since Feb 9, 2014. Later in 2014 we got
inspired about blooms and flows, and got a hive set up on

Maximize Spring Build-up
and Colony Health
Feed ready-made patties from

GLOBAL PATTIES

Fraser Valley
~ Courtney White
After the harshest winter we’ve had in
years, there have been reports of high
losses in the region. One likely cause
is the high prevalence of nosema in the
valley, but that still remains to be seen.
New Zealand Packages arrived in the
first week of March, and imported
Chilean, Russian and Kona queens
have been available in the $42-$45 price range.
For the colonies that did survive the winter they’ve enjoyed
very few flying days, tons of rain and little forage throughout
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Bees need both protein and carbohydrate
for good build-up and large honey crops.
Feed patties to ensure colony health,
fast build-up and maximum production.

Learn more at www.globalpatties.com
and call 1-866-948-6084 toll free
or email mike@globalpatties.com

Pollen in our formula is irradiated by Iotron for prevention of bee disease

a scale, which has been running since May 1, 2014. We got
serious about tracking bloom dates in 2015 and have extensive
records of first bloom dates for various plants since then.
The comment by everybody so far seems to be that blooms
are running about 3 weeks behind normal. For some of our
records going back only 3 years, this bears out. In 2015 and
2016, the Pieris japonica hedge in front of the house was
blooming and covered in bees during the 4th week of February.
This year it didn’t happen until the 3rd week of March. In
2015 and 2016, the maples were in bloom during the 4th week
of March, but as I write this, in the 2nd week of April, they
have not bloomed yet, but are looking very close. Most of the
plants we follow are telling the same story. The majority of
our blooms are coming 3 weeks later than the last two years.
I have temperature records back to 2014. If I plot February
2014 against February 2017, much to my surprise, 2014 was
indeed colder by a little over a degree and a half on average.
March 2014 and March 2017 are very similar in terms of
average temperature, but with one difference: in March 2014
we had green grass, and in March of 2017 we had patches of
snow on the ground for a good part of the month.
The real ‘aha’ moment came when looking back at the
records of our bees on a scale. In 2015 and 2016, the spring
flow started around April 15th, then picked up in earnest by
May 1st, tapering off around the end of May. 2014 was a
totally different story: the initial pickup started around May
15th and didn’t really take off until June 1st.
So now I sit back and wonder, are we indeed running 3
weeks late this year? Or is it more accurate to suggest that the
last two years have had spring arrive 3 weeks early, and this
year is back to the normal schedule? I don’t have an answer
to this question. What I can say is that everything seems to be
3 weeks later than it was over the last couple of years, and it
remains to be seen if this is late or normal.
Terrace
~ Rudi Peters
While hope may spring eternal, it
would be nice if spring would spring.
Coming out of winter, people here
are reporting the good, the bad, and
some downright ugly survival rates.
Many hobby beekeepers are reporting
complete loss of all their hives, and
others had better success over the
winter. Most of this seems to be due to the management style
of the beekeeper in question. While some have accepted the
reality of having to monitor their hives for mites and other
diseases and then treat if needed, there are still some that have
not accepted this, so they just come and buy more bees every
spring.
So far this spring our area is at least three weeks behind in
the normal pollen and nectar flows. By mid-April we normally
have a dandelion nectar flow going; this year the ground still
has frost in it and the fields are still brown. As of this writing
the willow and the maples along the Skeena River are finally
producing pollen, which the bees are greedily bringing in.
This late pollen and nectar flow has made building up the
overwintered nucs a bit more difficult then what it should be.
Both Kitimat and Terrace now have enough beekeepers
that they are starting the beginning steps of bee clubs in both

communities. Now if we could only get some warm weather,
life would be great.
South Vancouver Island
~ Edan North
As Easter approaches in our region,
a wet rainy spring is drenching the
world outside of my window, pretty
standard for this side of BC. The first
thought that crosses my mind is, are
the bees being kept dry enough? A
study led by the agriculture branch
of the provincial government of BC
answered questions about climate
related care of beehives, along with other numerous good
ideas for beekeepers, via a free webinar.
Presenters from the government were welcomed on two
occasions during our local information sessions. It looks like
running a webinar is growing in popularity, as is supporting
overseas beekeeping charities, such as those being sponsored
in Haiti by one of our local beekeepers. To find out more about
becoming involved with or supporting beekeeping projects in
Haiti contact our local chapter.
Seedy Saturday was hosted back on February 18th at the
Victoria Conference Centre, and was a huge hit. This event
always brings in a host of enthusiasts from beekeeping circles
around the entire region. The Salt Spring Market is off to a
good season. Locally produced honey, in part due to climate
warming, allows for unusual species of flowering plants to
grow along the coast. This offers unique flavours that are

Your First Choice
For Healthy Bees

FUMAGILIN – B
OXYTET–25 • FOUL BROOD MIX
TYLAN© SOLUBLE
VARROA MITE CONTROL STRIPS
65% FORMIC ACID/OXALIC ACID
SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR ACIDS

From Bee Supply Dealers or
Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
4 - 55 - 9th Avenue S.E.
High River, Alberta T1V 1E6
Telephone 403-652-4441 Fax 403-652-3692
info@medivet.ca www.medivet.ca
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vastly different from interior honeys.
Day of the Honey Bee is happening on May 29th in our
region. In coastal regions, blueberries continue to require
imports of honey bees for pollination from overseas suppliers.
This emphasizes the importance of constantly growing new
and bigger ideas about beekeeping.
Guest speaker Dr. Peter Lee provided us with interesting
insights about the world of allergies in relation to bees. A
subject worth exploring, particularly in light of new treatments
and medical innovations. As summer approaches, planning
is a surefire way to keep mice, wasps, and everything else
away from your apiary. Homemade traps for smaller scale
farmers still work as well as store purchased types, if you are
so inclined. However, if you wish to purchase preventative
tools for enhancing the biosecurity for your bees, many good
management tools can also be purchased from local shops.
Being prepared not scared is a great motto for beekeepers who
plan for the worst, and end up with the best.
What’s in bloom is an ongoing and important part of
beekeeping for individuals interested in growing plants that
support their bees. Monthly meetings and Healthy Hive
Tours for beekeepers across our region continue throughout
the summer and into the autumn. These chatterbox times are
still hosted on the second Thursday of every month. All the
details and directions to find your way over can be viewed at
Victoria Beekeepers on Facebook. Looking forward to seeing
you there.
North Okanagan
~ Rick Plantinga
As of the last week of April, the North
Okanagan is still eagerly looking
forward to the arrival of the spring
blossoms. The apricots are starting to
bloom, so the rest are on the way. The
weather remains cooler than average
so we may be having a season closer to
normal or on the late side.
The winter losses vary from light for some to significant
losses for others. The longer than usual cool winter with few
flying days appears to be a factor. Most hives with smaller
clusters took heavy losses.
We are holding a field day in May and also plan to have
a display at the Farmers' Market to recognize the Day of the
Honey Bee. We continue to have a steady flow of newbees to
our meetings as the interest in beekeeping continues.
In Kelowna, the bee community which has been motivated
by Nancy Holmes from UBCO and the Border Free Bees
project (www.borderfreebees.com), have established a
pollinator pasture as well as a nectar trail to assist native bees.
We continue to plan for the BCHPA AGM in the fall.
Registrations are going well so we expect a record event. ❀

West Coast Bee
Supplies
All Your Basic Beekeeping Needs:

- Apistan Strips

- Formic Acid

- Fumagilin B
- Oxytet 25
- Menthol Boards - Bee Pro
- Hive Boxes
- CheckMite
- Bee Suits and much more

Bob Fisher

Phone 604-272-1921

Fax 604-272-1928

Email: bluebob@shaw.ca
Store Address:
Mailing Address:
9351 #6 Road
9311 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.
Richmond, B.C.
V6W 1E5
Proudly owned by Canadian beekeePers

we can handle your sugar
requirements. dry or liquid
– small lots or trailer loads.

bee Maid buys light
and dark beeswax
at competitive prices.

Top QualiTy producTs for Beekeepers
• Foundation
• Queen Rearing Supplies
• Beekeepers Apparel & Tools

• Hive Equipment
• Novelties
• Honey Containers

• Extracting Equipment
• Medications & Treatments
• Packaged Bees & Queens

Contact your nearest outlet:
Alberta Honey
Producers Co-operative
70 Alberta Avenue, Box 3909
Spruce Grove, AB T7X 3B1
780.962.5573

Manitoba Cooperative
Honey Producers
625 Roseberry Street
Winnipeg, MB R3H 0T4
204.783.2240 ext. 228

Bee Maid
Honey
Highway #3
Tisdale, SK S0E 1T0
306.873.2521

Shop online at: www.beemaidbeestore.com
www.beemaid.com
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ULTIMATE DEFENCE!
Protect Your Investments!
Complete ELECTRIC NET SYSTEMS
Electric Nets are
Highly Portable
Complete with posts
Available in
26” - 48” High x
164’ or 82’ Lengths

FLYING
DUTCHMAN
Feed Bee
Pollen Substitute
Varroa Nator
Screened Bottom Boards

Pair up with the
DEFENDER Dual Purpose
Fence Controller which uses
the latest fencing technology OR
4 & 15 MILE SOLAR Controllers ... 3X more powerful
than comparable models!

FERRIS FENCING
Tel: 250-757-9677

1-800-665-3307

info@ferrisfencing.com www.ferrisfencing.com

Bee SupplieS, packageS
NucS aNd QueeNS

Vancouver Island Pollination Services
6124 Metral Dr., Nanaimo BC V9T 2L6
Phone 250-390-2313 1-877-390-6890
Fax 250-390-5180
E-mail: flydutch@telus.net Stan & Cheryl Reist

“Back to our roots”
WAS rurns to UC Davis CA
Sept. 5 - 8, 2017 for our 40th Anniversary!

www.westernapiculturalsociety.org

Bee on California poppy - California’s state ﬂower. Photo by Kathy Keatley Garvey
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Classifieds
FOR SALE: Well established wholesale and retail distribution business operating under the registered trademark
Orchard Blossom brand Honey. This has been a family run
enterprise doing business in the Okanagan and Similkameen
valleys since 1981, and is registered with CFIA (Canadian
Food Inspection Agency). The honey operation has the potential to further develop its marketing area. There is also lots
of room for growth in the current product line. The business
for sale consists of packaging and labeling equipment, honey
extracting equipment (optional), the registered trademark Orchard Blossom brand Honey and a current list of wholesale
customers. Bees and bee equipment are NOT included. Asking Price: $35,000.00 Please contact John Sladen at 250-4996056 or email john_sladen@hotmail.com for more information.
FOR SALE: 400+/- bottom boards, 400+/- moving (pollination) screen/closures, 100+/- plastic frame feeders, 40+/- winter wraps, 100+/- queen excluders (metal), 1-200 gallon home
made syrup tank/motor. Please make an offer: contact John
Sladen at 250-499-6056 or email john_sladen@hotmail.com.
NUCS FOR SALE: Strong 4-frame nucs, full depth or dadant. These are B.C. raised bees and queens. Nucs and queens
available May thru September. Contact Blair and Cheryl
Tarves, Similkameen Apiaries. 250-499-2555.
WANTED: Distributors wanted for Dadant AP23 Pollen Substitute Patties and Dry. Inquire at dadant@dadant.com

NUCS FOR SALE: Strong 5-frame, full depth nucs. Queens
from hardy local stock. Available late May to end of August.
Contact Marty Van Herk, Bear Creek Honey 604-845-1807 or
email vanherk@telus.net
PRE-ORDER: Newly produced fresh royal jelly and bee pollen will be available around mid-May. Please contact mikibeefarm@gmail.com for more information.
EARLY QUEENS DIRECTLY FROM CHILE: from Pacific Queens. Mated queens from January until May. Selected
by hygienic behaviour, pollen production and gentleness.
Contact: www.pacificqueens.com, (+56 9) 6909 3246
NUCS AND POLLINATION HIVES AVAILABLE: 300+
strong healthy 4 frame nucs available from May through August. BC raised queens also available. Our nucs consist of 3
frames of brood, 1 frame of honey/pollen and 1 young laying
queen in full depth equipment. 200 strong pollination hives
for rent in cherries, apples, blueberries and raspberries. Contact Matt at Nagy Apiaries for pricing and order details 250306-9896 or email – nagylandscaping@shaw.ca
FOR SALE: 2 each - 20 frame Dadant stainless steel honey
extractors, c/w stands & gates $2100 each. Also 1 new, never
used, 20 frame Dadant stainless steel honey extractor, $2400.
Looking to purchase or trade, a Cowen silver Queen uncapper. All equipment is located at Sunset Prairie, BC. old_rifleman@yahoo.ca or call 780 933 3780.
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MITE AWAY
QUICK STRIPS

USE MITE AWAY QUICK STRIPS AS
PART OF YOUR INTEGRATED PEST
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TO
CONTROL VARROA MITES.

BEST
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
MONITOR MITE LEVELS
MONTHLY
MITES CAN QUICKLY
OVERWHELM AND KILL AN
ENTIRE COLONY IF NOT
MONITORED AND MANAGED FROM EARLIER IN THE
SEASON. COLONIES WITH HEAVY MITE INFESTATIONS
SUFFER FROM VIRUSES AND DISEASES TRANSMITTED
BY VARROA, WHICH CAN LEAD TO COLONY CRASH.

KNOCK OUT VS.
KNOCK DOWN
PICK THE TREATMENT OPTION
BEST FOR YOUR BEES!

7 DAY

2 STRIPS
APPLIED ONCE

KEEP BEES WELL FED AND HEALTHY
WELL FED, HEALTHY BEES ARE STRONGER AND CAN
MANAGE TREATMENT BETTER. MAKE SURE YOUR BEES
ARE FED BEFORE TREATMENT AND DO NOT FEED
DURING TREATMENT.
BEES ARE SOCIAL, BE AWARE OF MITE
REINFESTATION
HEAVILY MITE INFESTED, CRASHING COLONIES,
INCLUDING FERAL COLONIES, CAN BE ROBBED OUT
BY STRONG HEALTHY COLONIES CAUSING MITE
REINFESTATION AND REOCCURRING HIGH MITE
LEVELS. TRAVELLING HIVES ARE SUBJECT TO A LARGER
AREA OF POSSIBLE CRASHING COLONIES.
READ & FOLLOW LABEL
GUIDELINES
FOLLOW ALL APPLICATION
INSTRUCTIONS TO ACHIEVE
BEST RESULTS.

APPLY 2 STRIPS
AT DAY+0 FOR 7
DAYS.

21 DAY

1 STRIP
APPLIED TWICE

x2

APPLY 1ST STRIP
AT DAY+0 FOR 7
DAYS. APPLY 2ND
STRIP AT DAY+14
FOR 7 DAYS.

Healthy Bees. Healthy Planet.

To learn more call 866 483 2929 or visit www.NODGLOBAL.com.
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